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Review of the Deed of Release 

 

 written by Engr. Afsaneh Cooper on 22 December 2020 

which was prepared by  

David McKenna,  

Partner of JARMAN MCKENNA  

[T: +61 8 9492 2222], signed dated 3 September 2008. Their Reference: 

DMM:102333 

Bottom of the page reference: {102333 \ 002279570}         ABN 94869 121 543 

JARMAN McKENNA, BARRISTERS AND SOLICITORS 

 

Parties of the Deed of Release: Afsaneh Cooper, Maria Operchal, Alfred Wingate, 

Benaz Desai, Rajendra Desai, and Insurance Australia Limited trading as SGIO 

BGC Centre, Level 1, 28 The Esplanade, PERTH WA 6000, Telephone: 08-9492 2222 

 

Page 1: DEED OF RELEASE,  

1.2       MARIA OPERCHAL of 66 Calley Drive, Leeming in the State of Western 

Australia (“Operchal”) which expression shall be deemed to include not only Maria 

Operchal but her heirs, successors, administrators, executors, assigns and any other 

person claiming under or through her. 

------------------------ 

Above 1.2 part of the Deed of Release has a change. Maria Operchal died after 2010 

at age of about 95 years old. Her house is now rented to a family since many years 

ago. However Maria Operchal not giving me benefit of the shared bore agreement 

she signed with me [Afsaneh Cooper] was in the form of opinion + breaching a 

document called, “Shared Bore Agreement” signed by Maria Operchal in 2001 at the 
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time of settlement to purchase 64 Calley Drive by Afsaneh Cooper and her husband 

Alan Graham P. Cooper. Maria Operchal Opinion was in the form of thinking the 

shared pump of the shared bore would use electricity too much so irrigation for the 

station related to 64 Calley Drive most of the times was failed by Maria OPerchal.  

I had served Maria Operchal a letter in 2002 regarding this lack of irrigation in 

relation to calculation of the electricity usage of the shared pump but she had 

refused to agree that the calculation was true and calculation proved electricity 

usage was not too much. However, payment for the amount of electricity was made 

by us regularly to Maria, still she failed to irrigate our land [backyard and front yard 

both were reticulated and photo exists in 2005 after excavation of backyard to prove 

reticulation existed at backyard. 

1.4    BENAZ DESAI of 14 Earnshaw Loop, Leeming in the State of Western Australia 

(“B. Desai”) which expression shall be deemed to include not only Benaz Desai but 

his heirs, successors, administrators, executors, assigns and any other persons 

claiming under or through him. 

1.5    RAJENDRA DESAI of 14 Earnshaw Loop, Leeming in the State of Western 

Australia (“R. Desai”) which expression shall be deemed to include not only Rajendra 

Desai but her heirs, successors, administrators, executors, assigns, and any other 

persons claiming under or through her. 

__________________ 

Above 1.4 and 1.5 parts of Deed of Release states Benaz and Rajendra Desai are 

Parties to the Deed of Release [see page 1 of the Deed of release], but Although in 

pages 9 of the Deed of Release, their “typed full names” and “typed witness 

signature” are recorded, their signatures do not exist??? I contacted the phone 

number: 08-9492 2222 to enquire about this but the receptionist who answered the 

phone said to me that the business: Jarman McKenna Barristers and Solicitors 

[ABN=94869121543] was closed around 2015. Also, Gray Porter lawyer represented 

all my neighbours as a RAC Building insurer for B. & R. Desai, M. Operchal and A. 

Wingate.  
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Adrian Wilson was lawyer representing SGIO in court. Gray Porter worked for Talbot 

Olivier Lawyers and this business was closed in 2013. Then under different business 

they opened in Melbourne. Benaz and Rajendra Desai in 25/6/2020 breached this 

“Deed of Release” by taking action against me in magistrate Civil Court in case: 

FR\GEN\645\2020 lodged date: 25/06/2020. In required order 3, they stated: 

Defendant to pay loss of rent of $960.00 for the claimant’s rental property 62 Calley 

Drive Leeming, in addition to legal and court expenses. They claimed total of 

$2,877.50 from me. They reason for application is based on their favourite quote 

dated 28/1/2020 issued by WR fencing for Afsaneh Cooper Quote: D3607. These 

Desai family refused to accept the three quotes issued for Afsaneh Cooper dated 

25/6/2020 by Sadiq Fencing & Gates, quotes# 3697, 3698, and 3699 basically due to 

higher expenses required to stabilize fences in long term [longer than 10 years] on 

hill of 4 meters high above street level, in which their boundary requires retaining 

wall of 11 meters be installed in their side of fence to retain their filled sand above my 

constructed surfaces [2 years older building than Desai’s building], also the fence 

type partly is waterproof [quote#3698] as my side of fence is reticulated gardens 

mostly.  

 

Desai never paid for their share of three retaining walls, built in my cost+loss of 

income+loss of rent [12/9/2005, 17/8/2007] the values of the two building licenses 

are $11000+$17000=28,000. Breaching 2.8.3 part of Deed of release by Desai, 

which was resolved in cases 8581 to 8585 [Fremantle court prosecution procedure 

City of Melville V Afsaneh Cooper] by none of five claims for charges [3 charges 

were for unauthorised excavation notices to extend longer than 28 days illegally, two 

charges were for building a remedial limestone retaining wall which was also expired 

in 2007 and the wall had been built already.] Magistrate of the Fremantle Criminal 

court did not charge me for any of the five charges the City of Melville alleged I 

should pay them].  
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Therefore sections 2.7, 2.8.1, 2.8.2, 2.8.3, 2.9, 2.10, 2.11, 2.12, 2.18.1, 2.18.3, 2.18.4, 

2.18.5, 2.18.6, 2.18.7, 2.18.9, 2.18.11, 2.18.12, 2.19.1, 2.19.2, 2.21, 2.22 of the Deed 

of release should be amended with the transcript of these cases 8581 to 8585 

[City of Melville V Afsaneh Cooper] by lawyer of SGIO. The matters of City of Melville 

about unauthorized excavation did not also stand the matter they said about damage 

to fences of Desai, Wingate and Operchal did not stand. So, the transcript of the five 

prosecution cases need to be listened or read by SGIO Lawyer before they can 

amend this deed of release. I was not charged by Magistrate for unauthorized 

excavation allegations of City of Melville, so why should there be any allegation of 

this type by Desai, Wingate or Operchal in the deed of release? Those allegations are 

now void and has been void before 3/9/2008 when the Deed of Release was issued 

by David McKenna. The Trial of cases 8581 to 8585 happened before 3/9/2008. 

Since SGIO did not indemnify me in Deed of release due to my claim against 

Operchal on 17/3/2005 considering I was a claimant. Also, SGIO did not indemnify 

me for excavation related matters such as building under two building licences dated 

: 12/9/2005, 17/8/2007, therefore all allegations of unauthorised excavations and 

damages to my three neighbours’ fences were dealt with between me and the City of 

Melville in criminal cases: 8581 to 8585 Magistrate did not charge me for 5 expired 

notices of the City of Melville valued [3x$5000+2x$50,000=$115,000].  

 

My Health Department Volunteer lawyer asked me to pay $4000 to Lawyer of the 

City of Melville for coming to the court for resolving excavation/fence damages 

disputes between neighbours and me by prosecution, before the Trial. I did pay this 

amount to the City of Melville lawyer. My lawyer also asked me to build the remedial 

limestone retaining wall before the Trial of cases 8581 to 8585 and I did. However 

since the information about Wingate and Desai Licensed Surveyor drawings for 

surfaces heights at boundary and location of boundary corner for Wingate & Desai 

boundaries with me was measured on 10/6/2020 by M.F. Gordon licensed Surveyor, 

this Deed of Release needs to be amended by Lawyer of SGIO to include: Wingate’s 

ground level height being 10 cm higher than mine at dividing fence line Wingate & 

Cooper lands, in 2008 after looking at boundary corner of Cooper & Wingate in the 
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licensed surveyor’s drawing 2020 we can conclude in 2008 what we saw as 10 cm 

higher in dividing fence line at Wingate land, was actually my land. Refer to PDF File: 

Zone 10L_Split4 page 73 to see the boundary corner for Desai/Cooper/Operchal is 

20 cm distance from a point on twinside retaining wall post at Desai’s boundary. You 

can access this file by typing actcost6462 into search box of www.ewindfly.net and 

see section 5 for Zones 1L-10L files. In Zone 10L accordion, please open file: Zone 

10L_all_split_4.pdf  and see page 73. You can see the boundary corner for 

Desai/Cooper/Wingate properties is not in Cooper’s land next to dividing fence line of 

Cooper/Wingate, but it is about 16 cm into Wingate’s garden.  

 

Therefore, had we had this information in 2008, we could resolve the extra sand 

height at Wingate garden above Bradford Retaining wall. I could above that extra 

sand by screening debris from 16 cm width of sand in my side of boundary which is 

now located behind Cooper /Wingate shared Hardie fence. Then Wingate could not 

claim ownership of all width of his garden to say there was 10 cm sand height in his 

garden next to boundary which Bradford Wall could not retain. Since Gerard Russel 

email stating Wingate/Operchal/Cooper building plans all were approved in 1985, me 

and Wingate both could claim our surface heights were natural ground level. Then 

why should I pay for retaining of the Wingate’s land, I could remove the sand. The 

remedial limestone wall Was unnecessary at Wingate boundary. Regarding disputes 

for retaining walls costs between Desai/Cooper licensed surveyor’s drawing on 

10/6/2020 proves Desai had needed 6 meters long retaining wall in 9/7/2005 in event 

of part 2.8.3 in Zone 8L, 4L. Please refer to Files Zone 4L, Zone 8L to see the set of 

two remedial limestone retaining walls I built in 2008 as my “garden steep sand” was 

removed to allow leaning fence in parts 2.21, 2.22 of the Deed of Release, be 

straightened and realigned. The cost for remedial wall was claimed by me from Shire 

and John Baxter the registered builder who built the Bradford retaining wall on 

12/9/2005.  The claim totally was $13000 [$2000 for licensed surveyor + $11000 for 

the remedial limestone retaining wall built by Geza Korda at rear yard under his 

building licence certified by Structerre Consulting Engineers for compaction 
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certificate and the wall also had two licensed surveyor which came also for SAT 

review procedure.  

 

The photos of this remedial retaining wall is in Zones 4L, 8L, 5L, 9L and 10L which 

you can access by typing actcost6462 into search box of www.ewindfly.net and see 

section 5 for Zones 1L-10L files. The claim against John Baxter could win if I had a 

lawyer but failed with a note judge wrote in transcript that the licensed surveyor’s 

results shows Afsaneh is correct by stating John Baxter did not have an accurate 

tripod for measuring the Bradford Wall height as he measured the wall height from 

right corner of the terrace at rear yard on top of the corner limestone block at edge 

corner of terrace. The wall at that side is 1500 mm high but since the terrace is 5 cm 

shorter in height at right side in compared to terrace height at left side, the Bradford 

wall did not reach to Wingate and Desai land height.  

However, at BDT Bill Smalley who was the witness in case: cc883/2009 confessed 

that he did not have a bachelor’s degree in civil or Structural Engineering, but his 

degree was only a diploma. Judge at BDT judged Bill Smalley being liable for 

shortness of the height of Bradford retaining wall. Bill Smalley had always denied 

responsibility for the Bradford Retaining wall while his signature exists in all pages of 

the building plan for rear yard in building licence 2005. Therefore, all together lack of 

accurate dimensions for neighbouring lands height in July 2005 by licenced surveyor 

as well as lack of supervision of Bill Smalley for Bradford retaining wall was judged by 

BDT and SAT Judges to be the causes for shortness of the Bradford Wall.  

 

In Case: cc479/2006 which its trial was heard at the same time as case cc883/2009 

in 2009 Clifton Tham lawyer of John Baxter sued Alan Poore from City of Melville 

who had approved the building plan of Bradford Retaining wall. Clifton asked Alan 

Poore in Trial: So, Alan, you needed a 1700 mm high retaining wall above the 

terrace, but you approved a 1500 mm high retaining wall?  Alan Poore has not been 

working since then at City of Melville, also Ashok Mehra the engineer who claimed in 

Criminal court Afsaneh Cooper should be charged $115,000 for unauthorized 
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excavations and an a short Bradford retaining wall next to three neighbouring 

dividing fence line had not been working as a building compliance officer at City of 

Melville since trial of these 5 cases. Magistrate considered shame on employment of 

such staff for the City of Melville in a session of pretrial. Therefore part of 2.18.6 

which is the costs for three retaining walls [a brick and limestone terrace, a Bradford 

post and panels retaining wall and a limestone remedial retaining wall] built by me 

next to Desai, Wingate and Operchal dividing fence lines now has to be adjusted by 

transcripts available for cases cc479/2006 and cc883/2009. These transcripts were 

not available on 3/9/2008 when the Deed of Release was signed by David McKenna, 

lawyer for SGIO. The transcript was issued after Trial date in 2009.  

 

However, SAT admin told me that the earliest they can let me know whether 

transcripts are available for these two cases is on 21/2/2020. Hereby I request the 

Deed of release be amended by SGIO Lawyer to include results of Trial for these two 

cases at BDT and SAT. If Bill Smalley should be blamed for all Bradford Retaining 

wall problems, why should the 4 parties in the Deed of release blame me for their 

court attendance legal costs of $88000 by Gray Porter lawyer of RAC? Therefore 

there should not be any legal cost Bar against me neither for dividing fences of 

Operchal, Wingate, Desai nor for the SGIO as the case of the Wingate in part 2.8.1, 

2.7, 2.9 was resolved in magistrate Civil court in case Cooper V SGIO before 2007. 

Magistrate ordered SGIO pays for Wingate Dividing Fence in Storm dated 12/8/2005. 

SGIO paid for that incidence after order of that court. In parts 2.18.3 and 3.2.7 IAL 

[SGIO] SGIO agrees they paid $552 already for damage to Wingate Fence. This 

means for storm 12/8/2005 damage. Also, the cost of replacement of 19 years old 13 

meters long supersix dividing fence for Wingate was $1,104 for which SGIO paid half. 

It means they paid $552. Perhaps they convinced RAC for storm damage by showing 

outcomes of court for Afsaneh Cooper V SGIO case and RAC had paid half too. In 

part 3.2.7 IAL [SGIO] agrees to pay me the sum of $900 towards the cost of […] and 

Desai dividing fence.  
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In this part the lawyer David McKenna has two errors which needs amendment: 

SGIO paid $900 to repair the part of dividing fence of Desai which was bent towards 

Zones 1L, 2L, 3L, into my and but they disagreed to pay for the 6 meters leaning part 

of fence in part 2.22 od the Deed of Release. Desai did not return $1300 bond of 

their tenant who climbed over that part of fence in a party of 300 guests on 9/7/2005. 

The tenant who was seen by me and two rangers of security at City of Melville 

climbing over the fence in Zones 1L, 2L, 3L, and bending the fence also in Zone 4L, 

told me Desai kicked him out of their house, did not return $1300 of his bond back to 

him also that bond included one month rent which he had not used it and was 

remainder of his rental lease. SGIO paid for the Malicious Act of Desai tenant and his 

4 party friends. The five boys climbed over capping of the fence to investigate 

excavation site at my rear yard. Their real Estate had refused to stop that tenant of 

having a party by my request. So, I had called City of Melville security two rangers to 

stay in my rear yard watching the 300 party guests not to push towards the 

dangerous dividing fence at Zones 9L, 10L in my rear yard. The party guests also 

crashed the wind screen of my Nova car for which SGIO Motor insurance paid for it. 

SGIO Layer statement in part 3.2.7 that SGIO paid for the cost of the repair and/or 

replacement of the Operchal dividing fence, the Wingate dividing fence in this part is 

incorrect, as I explained above the $900 in this part was only for the repair of part of 

bent fence [not all] damaged by party goers and one primary tenant under malicious 

Act. Desai did not pay for that damage.  

Operchal Fence was only removed not broken [by excavation] and because there 

was a set of stairs next to their fence which was cemented to the fence also they 

have had a lemon tree next to their fence at rear yard, a few fence sheets which my 

labourers removed from Operchal fence to let Bradford Wall be installed was 

cracked already inside the ground. I paid for new repairing fence sheets for Operchal 

fence. In part 2.18.3 SGIO states they paid for $552 for Wingate fence. Therefore, 

SGIO only paid for half of wind damaged fence [totally collapsed in wind storm date 

12/8/2005] which is $552 and they paid $900 for the malicious act of 5 [tenant+4 

guests] party persons at Desai who climbed over our fence. However the damage on 

9/7/2005 was damage to the roof of my wooden pergola [Zone 4L], damage to my 

gas meter box, damage to my three limestone piers [Zones 4L, 8L], damage to the 
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one post of my pergola in Zone 3L and damage to the dividing fence Desai / Cooper 

in Zones 1L, 2L, 3L, 4L.  

 

The two drawings of M.F. Gordon Licensed surveyor dated August 2020 proves 

there had been a need for a retaining wall at Desai House after the party incident 

9/7/2005 FOR 17 meters length of the dividing fence. Deed of release in part 2.22 

says, “Cooper has now claimed that the Desai fence leans into her property and that 

some of the panels in the fence should be removed and replaced.” The re-aligning of 

6 meters length of the fence in Zone 4L, 8L is explained here. Geza Korda removed 

sand from this part of the fence from my land to remove lateral pressure on dividing 

fence in 2008 after Desai did not indemnify to pay for the 6 meters retaining wall they 

needed after party incident 9/7/2005. I saw Benaz Desai quickly doing building work 

after party incident trying to repave the side yard next to party climbing incident also 

I have a photo showing a pile of grey brick [perhaps demolish of a brick short 

retaining wall where those five boys climbed over it to leave their elbows on the 

fence capping to bend and look for excavation site in my rear yard. Any way in 2020 

parts 2.18.3, 2.22 and 3.2.7 of the Deed of release refers to the claim of Desai in 

magistrate court against me which its trial date is on 20/1/2021. Desai lied to the 

court, shire, SGIO, RAC and others about their need for 17 meters long retaining wall 

on incident dated 9/7/2005. They tried to cover up. A photo exists that I had recorded 

their surface height by leaving a 22 cm high brick on the 44 cm high brick retaining 

wall they have in Zone 8L, Next to fence in 2005. Therefore, the brick wall of 44 cm 

which did not need a building permit [less than 500 mm high] was 22 cm shorter than 

the hill surface next to dividing fence line in my land. I wrote in my courts claim that 

Desai needed a retaining wall and that need was the main cause for the leaning 

fence in Zone 8L.  

 

However same matter in 2012 and 2020 storm incidences cracked 13 meters length 

of dividing fence measured by me and Dan Taylor [we measured the length of 

dividing fence for which Desai fence had cracked continuously] Dan was the building 
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assessor who reviewed Jay Wick’s assessment for the damaged fence. I can say 

minimum Desai need 11 meters retaining wall as 13 meters includes 2 meters length 

of short 10 cm high retaining wall. Also, Sadiqi Fencing and Gate quote# 3699 is 

about need for 11 meters length of retaining wall by limestone at Desai’s boundary 

side of fence. The cost of this retaining wall [labour and material] is $3025. This quote 

and licenced surveyor’s two drawings should void all costs claimed by Desai 

including fence damage, retaining wall be paid in my cost, and their loss of rent as 

well as their claim for legal cost from me. Instead a charge be applied to Desai for 

fraud misleading the parties of the Deed of release as well as misleading the 

authorities during 2005-2020 who dealt with Desai disputes over neighbouring, 

fencing, and retaining. Desai breached parts 3.2.5 and 3.2.6 of the Deed of Release 

stating,  

“B. Desai agrees to forego recovery of any costs she might be entitled to 

because of the discontinuance of the proceedings against her by Cooper. 

Further, she agrees not to take any action against Cooper in the future arising 

out of the matters the subject of the Recitals above. “        

“R. Desai agrees to sign a consent order dismissing the actions against him 

with no orders as to costs and on the basis that any previous costs orders in 

the proceedings are discharged. Further, he agrees that in the future he will 

not take any action against Cooper arising out of the matters the subject of the 

recitals above;” 

 

Then you have the registered posted letter written by Rajendra and Benaz Desai 

dated 25/5/2020 stating after being hiding for 20 weeks that they like to use my fence 

quote written by WR Fencing and the fence be installed without a retaining wall of 11 

meters long made of limestone. You also have emails written by Rebecca Mc 

Donough at liability department of SGIO working under supervision of IAG [SGIO 

Lawyer] Benjamin Borrelli who approached as a mediator to Desai real estate agent 

[Realty One] and served them with three quotes from Sadiqi Fencing and Gate with 

quotes# 3699 [for 11 m long retaining wall valued $3025] and # 3698 [for 9.5 m long 
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water proof fence for my side of reticulated garden of Aluminium slats valued: 

$5,016] and # 3697 [for 19.5 m long fence colorbond for their dry side of fence which 

is almost dry in my side of fence, valued $2,620.75] both fence quotes include 

removal of old fence sheets from inside the ground and from side yard and disposal 

cost.  

 

Therefore cost of replacement of Hardie and supersix dividing fence which was 

storm damaged as well as damaged by their dog in 2012, and their tree surgeon 

team in 2014, and their need for 11 m long retaining wall deferred from 9/7/2005 so 

far, is as follows: 

$3025 + $5,016 + $2,620 = $10661    which Desai family and SGIO are trying to 

pretend it is only $4,500. 

 

Desai in 2005-2008 disagreed to let me replace the rear yard fence for three 

neighbours only in Zones 8L, 9L, 10L with Brushwood fencing which has a concrete 

footing like Colorbond fence but it breaths in wind and does not collapse easily in 

storms. Also, concrete footing is stronger for hill area like boundaries with Desai with 

4 meters height above street level, than Hardie fence. Please refer to part 2.9 “As a 

result of the differing views, Cooper came into dispute with Wingate, B. Desai and R. 

Desai, hereinafter known as the “Operchal dividing fence dispute, Wingate dividing 

fence dispute and Desai dividing fence dispute”. Therefore, the refusal to accept 

Brushwood fence which is suitable for windstorms 63 & 85 km/hour [incident 

6/5/2020, incident 29/8/2019] and is suitable for hilly boundary caused our fence 

collapse at age of 12 years old during 2020.  

 

Had not the three neighbours disagreed with my type of fence proposal ion 2005-

2008 the two windstorms would not collapse our dividing fence of 28 meters long 

after 12 years only. I request SGIO consider this part 2.9 of the deed of release be 

amended with type of fence refusal in the Deed of Release caused Dividing fence 
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collapse in Desai/Cooper dividing fence line as well as need for 11 m long retaining 

wall since 2005 so far also wind decreased the life of such badly designed fence type 

in 2020. So, Desai be liable for taking action against me breaching the following 

parts of the Deed of release: 

1.4 

1.5 

2.8.3 

2.9 

2.18.3 

2.22 

3.2.5 

3.2.6 

3.2.7 

As a result I request SGIO Lawyer represents me in the court on 20/1/2021 SO I can 

be judged fairly by magistrate equal to 4 parties who were represented by RAC 

Lawyer Gray Porter for claim against me by Desai a party in the Deed of release. 

 

The insufficient low-quality Deed of Release prepared by David McKenna I explained 

above requires amendment by authorities perhaps as Mr Young the AFCA 

Ombudsman wrote by the [Civil/Criminal] court Magistrate. The Deed of release was 

not issued for my benefit it was issued to create a gap so in few years’ time after 

2008 Jarman McKenna and Talbot Olivier Lawyers firm pack up and change the 

name of their business as it was embarrassing to insure 4 neighbouring properties 

for malicious Act / Negligence of owners by RAC/SGIO but after 4 years daily dispute 

resolution just by me I had to ask from my hospital doctor to write to magistrate so 

SGIO case be heard first, so I can be represented by SGIO Lawyer using my long 

term [now 25 years] premium payment to this building insurer to rest after 4 years 
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being oppressed and abused by people’s victimizations. Now after 12 years from 

date of the issue of this Deed of release, I can understand how building insurance 

payment works in Australia which means those who did not operate well are sacked 

or their businesses names gets changed instead of owners benefit from the 20 

million dollars liability promised be given to us which was a big lie!! 

 

I request the amount of insurance changes for all Australian owners to be only the 

cost of writing a Deed of release by a professional lawyer which is not going to expire 

life time and 20 million dollar fraudulent promise of RAC/SGIO for spending on 

property damages be just that amount not more but premium be decreased from 

$1000/year to $200 / year as without insuring owners honestly it does not worth this 

much Hassell for one year daily writing to SGIO just to get ½ of fence which is $2200 

in the cost of one year loss of income/loss of rent for me. I feel I was reaped off by 

RAC/SGIO so far and I lost rather than gaining any insurance reward while I was 

cleared by being judged by 5 magistrates/judges during court/BDT/SAT procedures 

2005-2009. The six guilty parties during Court procedures 2005-2009 came out to 

be:  

1. SGIO – Lawyer: Adrian Wilson 

2. City of Melville - Lawyer & Ashok Mehra [Building Compliance Officer] 

3. RAC - Talbot Olivier Lawyer:  Gray Porter 

4. City of Melville – Building & Planning Approval Officer – Alan Poore 

5. W.H. Smalley – MIEAust CPEng, Chartered Professional Engineer 

Membership No. 369289 

However, still I have not receive $1 for renovation costs I did next to Operchal, 

Wingate and Desai dividing fence line during 2005-2008 by spending money for 

three sets of retaining walls [Smart-Terrace, Bradford Post and panels re-enforced 

concrete retaining wall and remedial limestone retaining wall]. Please see Files:  

1. Excellent Maintenance_Proof_split_1.pdf 

2.  Excellent Maintenance_Proof_split_2.pdf  

3. Wingate_renovation.pdf 
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4. Desai_renovation.pdf 

5. Operchal_renovation.pdf 

6. Emergency_Bradford Wall  

Q1. If the Deed of Release stays as it is, I cannot claim for renovation costs I paid for 

above 4 works from the 6 parties listed in parts 1.1, 1.2. 1.3, 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6 of the 

Deed of Release. Then who is going to pay me the cost of renovation work I did 

during 2005-2008? 

AFCA please responds to the very important question I asked above? 

Q2. Is it possible to prove I did maintain my reticulation during 2002-2005 while I was 

connected to Shared bore of Operchal, but Operchal did not irrigate my land 

escaping while she had signed a shared bore agreement with us in 2001. Please see 

my landscaping at 64 Calley property by looking at this year look of my yards in files 

1 & 2 above: Excellent Maintenance_Proof_split_1.pdf   and split 2. My property 

maintained by myself looks much greener than in 2005. If you agree this is a good 

proof then Operchal or her building insurer must indemnify for costs arising as a 

result of breach of contract of shared bore by her during 2002-2005. 

 

Yours Sincerely 

 

Engr Afsaneh Cooper 
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 MAGISTRATES COURT of WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
PROSECUTION NOTICE  

SUMMONS TO AN ACCUSED 
Criminal Procedure Act 2004 

Criminal Procedure Regulations 2005 - Form 3 

 
 

Charge number/s FR 8581/2006 
Registry Location Fremantle 
Date lodged 04 Aug 2006 

 

Accused’s 
Details 

Given name 
Surname  

Afsaneh  
Cooper 

WAPS ID 
 

Brief No 
 

Address  64 Calley Drive LEEMING WA 6149 

Date of Birth 
 

Gender Female MDL No 
 

  

Notice to 
accused 

You are charged with the offence described below, or the offences described in any attachment to this 
notice. The charge(s) will be dealt with by the above court. 

 

Details of 
alleged 
offence 
 

Description Fail to comply with notice to demolish work contrary to specifications 

Date or period 01 Jun 2005 Place Leeming 

. 

Written Law Act/Regulation Local Government 
(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 
1960 

Section 401(1)(b) 

 
Prosecutor CITY OF MELVILLE Work address 

 

Person 
issuing this 
notice 

Given name 

Surname 

Issuing 

Officer  

Work Telephone  Official 
title 

Officer 

Witness’s 
signature* 

 
Date 
 

 

04 August 2006 
Justice of the Peace or Prescribed Court Officer This prosecution notice is signed on 

 * If required pursuant to s21(3) or 23(5) of the Criminal Procedure Act 2004  
Hearing 
details 

The charge(s) in the above prosecution notice will be dealt with by the above court at the time, date and 
place stated below 

Date and time Date 8 August 2006 Time 10:00AM 
Place Fremantle Magistrates Court 8 Holdsworth Street, FREMANTLE WA 6160 

Command 
You are commanded to attend personally before the above court at the above hearing to be dealt with 
according to law. You must attend at the court until you are released by the court, not only on the above 
date but also on subsequent days. 

Warning If you do not obey this summons you may be arrested.  

Notice If you do not know what to do, you should get legal advice from a lawyer, the Legal Aid Commission or the 
Aboriginal Legal Service. If you will need an interpreter in court, please contact the court.  

Please see over for the complete record of court proceedings 

Plea  
 

Penalty and other orders  
Date of plea 

 
Dismissed Reason: No Evidence Offered--Dismissed  
  Judgment 

 

Judgment Date 
 

  Victim impact statement available 
I certify the foregoing to be a true and correct copy 
of the original. 19 January 2021. K Bordas. 
Registrar/Deputy Registrar 

 

Magistrate J MUSK 19 June 2008 

Judicial officer Date 

 28



 

 

Charge 
number/s 

FR 8581/2006 

 

Date Accused 
Attended 

Counsel Record of court proceedings Judicial officer 

08/08/2006 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Adjourned Magistrates Court Fremantle 26/09/2006 10:00AM 
Mention Only   

Magistrate PM 
HOGAN 

26/09/2006 
 

Legal Aid: B 
Lonnie, Party in 

Person: A 
Cooper 

Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 16/02/2007 10:00AM 
Trial Hearing   

Magistrate J MUSK 

30/01/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Application Not Granted Reason: New Order  
Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 15/02/2007 10:00AM 
Trial Hearing   

Magistrate J MUSK 

15/02/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 04/07/2007 10:00AM 
Part Heard   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

08/06/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Application Not Granted Reason: Resentence - Sustain 
previous order   

Magistrate J MUSK 

20/06/2007 No 
Appearance 

 
Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 28/09/2007 10:00AM 
Status Conference  
No Bail Set Bail Amount: $0.00 Surety Amount: $0.00 
20/06/2007  
FR 8581-8585/6   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

28/09/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 23/11/2007 10:00AM 
Status Conference   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

23/11/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Adjourned Magistrates Court Fremantle 20/05/2008 10:00AM 
Trial Hearing   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

20/05/2008 
 

Counsel:  
Unknown 

Lawyer, Party 
in Person: A 

Cooper 

Adjourned Magistrates Court Fremantle 19/06/2008 10:00AM 
Mention Only   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

19/06/2008 
 

Counsel: F 
Veltman, Party 
in Person: A 

Cooper 

Dismissed Reason: No Evidence Offered--Dismissed   
Magistrate J MUSK 
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 MAGISTRATES COURT of WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
PROSECUTION NOTICE  

SUMMONS TO AN ACCUSED 
Criminal Procedure Act 2004 

Criminal Procedure Regulations 2005 - Form 3 

 
 

Charge number/s FR 8582/2006 
Registry Location Fremantle 
Date lodged 04 Aug 2006 

 

Accused’s 
Details 

Given name 
Surname  

Afsaneh  
Cooper 

WAPS ID 
 

Brief No 
 

Address  64 Calley Drive LEEMING WA 6149 

Date of Birth 
 

Gender Female MDL No 
 

  

Notice to 
accused 

You are charged with the offence described below, or the offences described in any attachment to this 
notice. The charge(s) will be dealt with by the above court. 

 

Details of 
alleged 
offence 
 

Description Fails to comply with a direction given under subsection (3) or (5) 

Date or period 01 Jun 2005 Place Leeming 

. 

Written Law Act/Regulation Town Planning and 
Development Act 1928 

Section 10(7)(b) 

 
Prosecutor CITY OF MELVILLE Work address 

 

Person 
issuing this 
notice 

Given name 

Surname 

Issuing 

Officer  

Work Telephone  Official 
title 

Officer 

Witness’s 
signature* 

 
Date 
 

 

04 August 2006 
Justice of the Peace or Prescribed Court Officer This prosecution notice is signed on 

 * If required pursuant to s21(3) or 23(5) of the Criminal Procedure Act 2004  
Hearing 
details 

The charge(s) in the above prosecution notice will be dealt with by the above court at the time, date and 
place stated below 

Date and time Date 8 August 2006 Time 10:00AM 
Place Fremantle Magistrates Court 8 Holdsworth Street, FREMANTLE WA 6160 

Command 
You are commanded to attend personally before the above court at the above hearing to be dealt with 
according to law. You must attend at the court until you are released by the court, not only on the above 
date but also on subsequent days. 

Warning If you do not obey this summons you may be arrested.  

Notice If you do not know what to do, you should get legal advice from a lawyer, the Legal Aid Commission or the 
Aboriginal Legal Service. If you will need an interpreter in court, please contact the court.  

Please see over for the complete record of court proceedings 

Plea  
 

Penalty and other orders  
Date of plea 

 
Dismissed Reason: No Evidence Offered--Dismissed  
  Judgment 

 

Judgment Date 
 

  Victim impact statement available 
I certify the foregoing to be a true and correct copy 
of the original. 19 January 2021. K Bordas. 
Registrar/Deputy Registrar 

 

Magistrate J MUSK 19 June 2008 

Judicial officer Date 

 

30



 

 

Charge 
number/s 

FR 8582/2006 

 

Date Accused 
Attended 

Counsel Record of court proceedings Judicial officer 

08/08/2006 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Adjourned Magistrates Court Fremantle 26/09/2006 10:00AM 
Mention Only   

Magistrate PM 
HOGAN 

26/09/2006 
 

Legal Aid: B 
Lonnie, Party in 

Person: A 
Cooper 

Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 16/02/2007 10:00AM 
Trial Hearing   

Magistrate J MUSK 

30/01/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Application Not Granted Reason: New Order  
Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 15/02/2007 10:00AM 
Trial Hearing   

Magistrate J MUSK 

15/02/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 04/07/2007 10:00AM 
Part Heard   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

08/06/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Application Not Granted Reason: Resentence - Sustain 
previous order   

Magistrate J MUSK 

20/06/2007 No 
Appearance 

 
Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 28/09/2007 10:00AM 
Status Conference  
No Bail Set Bail Amount: $0.00 Surety Amount: $0.00 
20/06/2007  
FR 8581-8585/6   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

28/09/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 23/11/2007 10:00AM 
Status Conference   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

23/11/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Adjourned Magistrates Court Fremantle 20/05/2008 10:00AM 
Trial Hearing   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

20/05/2008 
 

Counsel:  
Unknown 

Lawyer, Party 
in Person: A 

Cooper 

Adjourned Magistrates Court Fremantle 19/06/2008 10:00AM 
Mention Only   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

19/06/2008 
 

Counsel: F 
Veltman, Party 
in Person: A 

Cooper 

Dismissed Reason: No Evidence Offered--Dismissed   
Magistrate J MUSK 
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 MAGISTRATES COURT of WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
PROSECUTION NOTICE  

SUMMONS TO AN ACCUSED 
Criminal Procedure Act 2004 

Criminal Procedure Regulations 2005 - Form 3 

 
 

Charge number/s FR 8583/2006 
Registry Location Fremantle 
Date lodged 04 Aug 2006 

 

Accused’s 
Details 

Given name 
Surname  

Afsaneh  
Cooper 

WAPS ID 
 

Brief No 
 

Address  64 Calley Drive LEEMING WA 6149 

Date of Birth 
 

Gender Female MDL No 
 

  

Notice to 
accused 

You are charged with the offence described below, or the offences described in any attachment to this 
notice. The charge(s) will be dealt with by the above court. 

 

Details of 
alleged 
offence 
 

Description Commits an offence under the Building Regulations 

Date or period 01 Jun 2005 Place Leeming 

. 

Written Law Act/Regulation Building Regulations 1989 Section 42(1) 
 

Prosecutor CITY OF MELVILLE Work address 
 

Person 
issuing this 
notice 

Given name 

Surname 

Issuing 

Officer  

Work Telephone  Official 
title 

Officer 

Witness’s 
signature* 

 
Date 
 

 

04 August 2006 
Justice of the Peace or Prescribed Court Officer This prosecution notice is signed on 

 * If required pursuant to s21(3) or 23(5) of the Criminal Procedure Act 2004  
Hearing 
details 

The charge(s) in the above prosecution notice will be dealt with by the above court at the time, date and 
place stated below 

Date and time Date 8 August 2006 Time 10:00AM 
Place Fremantle Magistrates Court 8 Holdsworth Street, FREMANTLE WA 6160 

Command 
You are commanded to attend personally before the above court at the above hearing to be dealt with 
according to law. You must attend at the court until you are released by the court, not only on the above 
date but also on subsequent days. 

Warning If you do not obey this summons you may be arrested.  

Notice If you do not know what to do, you should get legal advice from a lawyer, the Legal Aid Commission or the 
Aboriginal Legal Service. If you will need an interpreter in court, please contact the court.  

Please see over for the complete record of court proceedings 

Plea  
 

Penalty and other orders  
Date of plea 

 
Dismissed Reason: No Evidence Offered--Dismissed  
  Judgment 

 

Judgment Date 
 

  Victim impact statement available 
I certify the foregoing to be a true and correct copy 
of the original. 19 January 2021. K Bordas. 
Registrar/Deputy Registrar 

 

Magistrate J MUSK 19 June 2008 

Judicial officer Date 
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Charge 
number/s 

FR 8583/2006 

 

Date Accused 
Attended 

Counsel Record of court proceedings Judicial officer 

08/08/2006 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Adjourned Magistrates Court Fremantle 26/09/2006 10:00AM 
Mention Only   

Magistrate PM 
HOGAN 

26/09/2006 
 

Legal Aid: B 
Lonnie, Party in 

Person: A 
Cooper 

Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 16/02/2007 10:00AM 
Trial Hearing   

Magistrate J MUSK 

30/01/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Application Not Granted Reason: New Order  
Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 15/02/2007 10:00AM 
Trial Hearing   

Magistrate J MUSK 

15/02/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 04/07/2007 10:00AM 
Part Heard   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

08/06/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Application Not Granted Reason: Resentence - Sustain 
previous order   

Magistrate J MUSK 

20/06/2007 No 
Appearance 

 
Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 28/09/2007 10:00AM 
Status Conference  
No Bail Set Bail Amount: $0.00 Surety Amount: $0.00 
20/06/2007  
FR 8581-8585/6   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

28/09/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 23/11/2007 10:00AM 
Status Conference   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

23/11/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Adjourned Magistrates Court Fremantle 20/05/2008 10:00AM 
Trial Hearing   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

20/05/2008 
 

Counsel:  
Unknown 

Lawyer, Party 
in Person: A 

Cooper 

Adjourned Magistrates Court Fremantle 19/06/2008 10:00AM 
Mention Only   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

19/06/2008 
 

Counsel: F 
Veltman, Party 
in Person: A 

Cooper 

Dismissed Reason: No Evidence Offered--Dismissed   
Magistrate J MUSK 
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 MAGISTRATES COURT of WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
PROSECUTION NOTICE  

SUMMONS TO AN ACCUSED 
Criminal Procedure Act 2004 

Criminal Procedure Regulations 2005 - Form 3 

 
 

Charge number/s FR 8584/2006 
Registry Location Fremantle 
Date lodged 04 Aug 2006 

 

Accused’s 
Details 

Given name 
Surname  

Afsaneh  
Cooper 

WAPS ID 
 

Brief No 
 

Address  64 Calley Drive LEEMING WA 6149 

Date of Birth 
 

Gender Female MDL No 
 

  

Notice to 
accused 

You are charged with the offence described below, or the offences described in any attachment to this 
notice. The charge(s) will be dealt with by the above court. 

 

Details of 
alleged 
offence 
 

Description Commits an offence under the Building Regulations 

Date or period 01 Jun 2005 Place Leeming 

. 

Written Law Act/Regulation Building Regulations 1989 Section 42(1) 
 

Prosecutor CITY OF MELVILLE Work address 
 

Person 
issuing this 
notice 

Given name 

Surname 

Issuing 

Officer  

Work Telephone  Official 
title 

Officer 

Witness’s 
signature* 

 
Date 
 

 

04 August 2006 
Justice of the Peace or Prescribed Court Officer This prosecution notice is signed on 

 * If required pursuant to s21(3) or 23(5) of the Criminal Procedure Act 2004  
Hearing 
details 

The charge(s) in the above prosecution notice will be dealt with by the above court at the time, date and 
place stated below 

Date and time Date 8 August 2006 Time 10:00AM 
Place Fremantle Magistrates Court 8 Holdsworth Street, FREMANTLE WA 6160 

Command 
You are commanded to attend personally before the above court at the above hearing to be dealt with 
according to law. You must attend at the court until you are released by the court, not only on the above 
date but also on subsequent days. 

Warning If you do not obey this summons you may be arrested.  

Notice If you do not know what to do, you should get legal advice from a lawyer, the Legal Aid Commission or the 
Aboriginal Legal Service. If you will need an interpreter in court, please contact the court.  

Please see over for the complete record of court proceedings 

Plea  
 

Penalty and other orders  
Date of plea 

 
Dismissed Reason: No Evidence Offered--Dismissed  
  Judgment 

 

Judgment Date 
 

  Victim impact statement available 
I certify the foregoing to be a true and correct copy 
of the original. 19 January 2021. K Bordas. 
Registrar/Deputy Registrar 

 

Magistrate J MUSK 19 June 2008 

Judicial officer Date 
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Charge 
number/s 

FR 8584/2006 

 

Date Accused 
Attended 

Counsel Record of court proceedings Judicial officer 

08/08/2006 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Adjourned Magistrates Court Fremantle 26/09/2006 10:00AM 
Mention Only   

Magistrate PM 
HOGAN 

26/09/2006 
 

Legal Aid: B 
Lonnie, Party in 

Person: A 
Cooper 

Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 16/02/2007 10:00AM 
Trial Hearing   

Magistrate J MUSK 

30/01/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Application Not Granted Reason: New Order  
Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 15/02/2007 10:00AM 
Trial Hearing   

Magistrate J MUSK 

15/02/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 04/07/2007 10:00AM 
Part Heard   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

08/06/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Application Not Granted Reason: Resentence - Sustain 
previous order   

Magistrate J MUSK 

20/06/2007 No 
Appearance 

 
Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 28/09/2007 10:00AM 
Status Conference  
No Bail Set Bail Amount: $0.00 Surety Amount: $0.00 
20/06/2007  
FR 8581-8585/6   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

28/09/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 23/11/2007 10:00AM 
Status Conference   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

23/11/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Adjourned Magistrates Court Fremantle 20/05/2008 10:00AM 
Trial Hearing   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

20/05/2008 
 

Counsel:  
Unknown 

Lawyer, Party 
in Person: A 

Cooper 

Adjourned Magistrates Court Fremantle 19/06/2008 10:00AM 
Mention Only   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

19/06/2008 
 

Counsel: F 
Veltman, Party 
in Person: A 

Cooper 

Dismissed Reason: No Evidence Offered--Dismissed   
Magistrate J MUSK 
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 MAGISTRATES COURT of WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
PROSECUTION NOTICE  

SUMMONS TO AN ACCUSED 
Criminal Procedure Act 2004 

Criminal Procedure Regulations 2005 - Form 3 

 
 

Charge number/s FR 8585/2006 
Registry Location Fremantle 
Date lodged 04 Aug 2006 

 

Accused’s 
Details 

Given name 
Surname  

Afsaneh  
Cooper 

WAPS ID 
 

Brief No 
 

Address  64 Calley Drive LEEMING WA 6149 

Date of Birth 
 

Gender Female MDL No 
 

  

Notice to 
accused 

You are charged with the offence described below, or the offences described in any attachment to this 
notice. The charge(s) will be dealt with by the above court. 

 

Details of 
alleged 
offence 
 

Description Commits an offence under the Building Regulations 

Date or period 01 Jun 2005 Place Leeming 

. 

Written Law Act/Regulation Building Regulations 1989 Section 42(1) 
 

Prosecutor CITY OF MELVILLE Work address 
 

Person 
issuing this 
notice 

Given name 

Surname 

Issuing 

Officer  

Work Telephone  Official 
title 

Officer 

Witness’s 
signature* 

 
Date 
 

 

04 August 2006 
Justice of the Peace or Prescribed Court Officer This prosecution notice is signed on 

 * If required pursuant to s21(3) or 23(5) of the Criminal Procedure Act 2004  
Hearing 
details 

The charge(s) in the above prosecution notice will be dealt with by the above court at the time, date and 
place stated below 

Date and time Date 8 August 2006 Time 10:00AM 
Place Fremantle Magistrates Court 8 Holdsworth Street, FREMANTLE WA 6160 

Command 
You are commanded to attend personally before the above court at the above hearing to be dealt with 
according to law. You must attend at the court until you are released by the court, not only on the above 
date but also on subsequent days. 

Warning If you do not obey this summons you may be arrested.  

Notice If you do not know what to do, you should get legal advice from a lawyer, the Legal Aid Commission or the 
Aboriginal Legal Service. If you will need an interpreter in court, please contact the court.  

Please see over for the complete record of court proceedings 

Plea  
 

Penalty and other orders  
Date of plea 

 
Dismissed Reason: No Evidence Offered--Dismissed  
  Judgment 

 

Judgment Date 
 

  Victim impact statement available 
I certify the foregoing to be a true and correct copy 
of the original. 19 January 2021. K Bordas. 
Registrar/Deputy Registrar 

 

Magistrate J MUSK 19 June 2008 

Judicial officer Date 
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Charge 
number/s 

FR 8585/2006 

 

Date Accused 
Attended 

Counsel Record of court proceedings Judicial officer 

08/08/2006 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Adjourned Magistrates Court Fremantle 26/09/2006 10:00AM 
Mention Only   

Magistrate PM 
HOGAN 

26/09/2006 
 

Legal Aid: B 
Lonnie, Party in 

Person: A 
Cooper 

Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 16/02/2007 10:00AM 
Trial Hearing   

Magistrate J MUSK 

30/01/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Application Not Granted Reason: New Order  
Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 15/02/2007 10:00AM 
Trial Hearing   

Magistrate J MUSK 

15/02/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 04/07/2007 10:00AM 
Part Heard   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

08/06/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Application Not Granted Reason: Resentence - Sustain 
previous order   

Magistrate J MUSK 

20/06/2007 No 
Appearance 

 
Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 28/09/2007 10:00AM 
Status Conference  
No Bail Set Bail Amount: $0.00 Surety Amount: $0.00 
20/06/2007  
FR 8581-8585/6   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

28/09/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Remanded Magistrates Court Fremantle 23/11/2007 10:00AM 
Status Conference   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

23/11/2007 
 

Party in Person: 
A Cooper 

Adjourned Magistrates Court Fremantle 20/05/2008 10:00AM 
Trial Hearing   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

20/05/2008 
 

Counsel:  
Unknown 

Lawyer, Party 
in Person: A 

Cooper 

Adjourned Magistrates Court Fremantle 19/06/2008 10:00AM 
Mention Only   

Magistrate P 
MICHELIDES 

19/06/2008 
 

Counsel: F 
Veltman, Party 
in Person: A 

Cooper 

Dismissed Reason: No Evidence Offered--Dismissed   
Magistrate J MUSK 
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This table is added to the transcript by Afsaneh Cooper for faster reading by those who are involved in matters of the 
boundary disputes for the purpose of fair judgement. 

 

 

Table of Contents – V1: 
         
                                                     Page 

1. First hearing 26/9/06: Pleading not guilty 2 

2. Shire number of witnesses for Trial 2 

3. Breach of Regulatory Law Allegation by shire 2 

4. Magistrate Musk judged this matter between shire and the Accused being the regulatory 
matters. 

2 

5. Accused’s mother was sick, her daughter was at TEE examination period, but they put her 
on bail 

3 

6. Lawyer of shire mis-presented the stressed neighbor being the accused. He stated 
bystanders’ neighbors who did not any work in bush fire hazard debris removal next to their 
boundaries and one caused the debris, had been put to an enormous amount of stress. He 
hid the enormous amount of work the accused had to work in 6 years for Maria Operchal 
malicious acts not irrigating the accused’s land being under the shared bore agreement 
with her. 

3 

7. Mr. Owen, lawyer of shire stated, “The one around is in bad health”. He did not mention 
Maria Operchal had heart problem but at the same time refused to live in retirement village 
rather her 4 bedroom house with many trees and hill and shared bore with 64 Calley [the 
accused in this 5 cases which shire tried to raise $115,000 just because sand height 
difference between two houses and the accused house at boundary had 10 cm height 
difference on both sides of the dividing fences of three neighbors. Also, this shire lawyer 
did not want to wait the Civil cases the accused had in court be judged. He breached the 
law and interrupted the Civil procedure by taking actions against the accused in Criminal 
court which ended all charges be dismissed as no evidence was found. 

3 

8. Mr. Owen stated all neighbors of the defendants are innocent bystanders, while at the end 
all shire charges against the neighbor whom Mr. Owen thought was the only guilty person 
were dismissed by the magistrate of the criminal court. Mr. Owen 5 charges included 3 
charges for 3 neighbors’ dividing fences, and 2 charges for two neighbors retaining walls. In 
all these $115,000 charges the accused was judged by the magistrate not guilty and 5 
charges against her were dismissed. This shows Mr. Owen had a poor judgement at start 
and was prejudiced against the accused. 

3 

9. Mr. Owen lawyer of shire interrupted the 11 cases in Civil court managed as claimant in all 
cases at the time, so by excuse of faster procedure, he could win over an owner of property 
who was a single mother, was casual academic/engineer and PhD last year student not 
being indemnified by SGIO for malicious actor 85 years old Maria Operchal damages to her 
property and her career. 

4 

10. Magistrate Musk judged this matter between shire and the Accused being the regulatory 
matters. 

4 

11. The accused remembered Magistrate Bootman in Civil court had considered the matters 
between three neighbors of the accused was liability Insurance. 

5 

12. The accused suggested Tracy Pearce [please amend surname: Gibbs] attends the criminal 
court as a witness. 

5 

13. The accused questioned Mr. Owen why he feels so closed to Maria Operchal 85, and Alfred 
Wingate 64 while they were not his relatives. 

5 
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This table is added to the transcript by Afsaneh Cooper for faster reading by those who are involved in matters of the 
boundary disputes for the purpose of fair judgement. 

Table of Contents – V2:        Page 

1. Magistrate Hogan considers matters of these cases are under “the Local 
Government Planning and Development and building regulations.” 

2 

2. Ms Cooper [the accused] was served at the door of her house by Engineer Ashok 
Mehra with 5 prosecution charges on 14 July 2006.  

2 

3. The accused refers to the corruptions after 14 July 2006.  3 

4. Mr Owen lawyer of shire misled the magistrate by stating that excavation by the 
accused on her property led to the collapse of three lots of neighbouring fences, 
then he understood the accused took action under the Dividing fences Act. The 
evidence exists that on 12/8/2005 a storm caused collapse of Mr Wingate at 13 
Liddell Height boundary with 64 Calley. The matter was judged by Civil court 
magistrate in case IAL-SGIO and the accused was the claimant. 7 Fence sheets 19 
years old were bent and collapsed by 5 men at 62 Calley in a 300 guests party on 
9/7/2005. They climbed over the capping of the dividing fence to look at 
excavation site in 64 Calley. Mr Owen was prejudice as common sense says 
malicious actor was owner of 62 Calley who allowed his tenants bring 300 guests 
to a house in which fire hazard had put its dividing fence at risk.  

5 

5. Mr Owen informs the court that Member Parry at SAT did not accept to adjourn 
the building of expensive remedial retaining wall so the accused has a chance to 
get cheaper orders from magistrate such as removing sand or building extra 
retaining at neighbours’ land.      
      

5 

6. Magistrate decides the criminal court be set to be on trial after the Civil Court                       5 

7. The accused said the neighbour’s fences at the rear yard were corroded partly. 
She was a mother of three children under a fence that was 4.5 m high collapsed 
in wind. The shire gave er a notice for fire hazard house, while she should care for 
her kids, she should remove debris, warn the neighbours, the neighbours told her 
if she did anything with their good fence which could last 40 years, they would 
fine her, Alfred Wingate fined her with shire prosecution notices. Which 
eventually all charges were dismissed. Judge of the Building Tribunal said to 
shire they supported the neighbours too much. They were prejudiced. Judge of 
BDT issued “the duty of the Crown report ….” For case accused against the shire.  

6 

8. The accused said she lodged a big application including BDT extract report to the 
criminal court.                                                                                                                                                                           

7 

9. The accused said the lawyer cost for shire is more than the cost of fence for her 
neighbours.              

7 

10. The accused said Trevor the member of parliament suggested she takes the shire 
Lawyer to the court 

7 

11. The accused said to lawyer of shire he kills the kids by spending public money at 
criminal court rather spending it on fences of neighbours he thinks they are all 
bystanders and innocent.       

8 
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1. Prosecutor for the City of Melville [Shire] was a lawyer: Mr Owen. He opposed the three 
applications lodged to criminal court against the shire to be heard on 15/2/2007.                
    

 

2 

2. Prosecutor confess he is in doubt whether the accused is guilty or her three bobcat 
drivers or none. He asked the magistrate Musk if she wishes the shire to change their 
judgment about “who is innocent?” Operchal, Wingate, Desai, or Cooper? 

 

2 

3. The accused requested use of video for three remote bobcat drivers in faraway to be 
used as her witnesses that she did not do unauthorised excavation, the excavation had 
been done by 3 specialist bobcat derivers who were working far away in WA mines and 
the prosecutor as her defendant in Civil Court counter claimed $380 against the accused 
[then defendant] why she brought her bobcat drivers in Civil Court?                                                

 

2 

4. The accused requested the magistrate to let her use video link for the bobcat driver 
working in remote mine in Barrow Island. So, matter of excavation be resolved at 
criminal court.      

 

3 

5. City of Melville knew who the bobcat driver was the one who excavated lot 390 at 64 
Calley-the accused’s property and there were 3 of them.                                                                                 

 

3 

6. The written witness statement of the main bobcat driver existed with the accused.              

 
3 

7. City of Melville served a false affidavit sworn by Tracey Pearce [Bush Fire Liaison officer 
at City of Melville-2005, to the accused in a case she was claimant at Civil court in the 
evening of the Day of hearing, considered as malicious act. Premier and the Minister 
referred the accused to State Administrative Tribunal [SAT] on 6/2/2006 against the City 
of Melville: case: CC479/2006 which completed on 13/4/2006 [Call: 1300 489 099. Ian 
Aitken [BDT Senior Building Inspector] came on site at Lot 390-64 Calley-the accused’s 
house and inspected the disputed dimensions between John Baxter [the Bradford 
registered builder and owner/manufacturer], the accused, the RAC Building insurer 
engineer, the structural engineer Bill Smalley who certified the building licence 2005 of 
the accused [included Bradford retaining wall and a U shape terrace at the bottom of it] 
and the City of Melville. The SAT proceeding was the accused V Mr Jenkinson staff of 
City of Melville with whom three senior staff: the Premier and two of the members of 
the Parliament disagreed WITH Mr Jenkinson, the senior  staff of the City of Melville 
they referred the accused to SAT. Mr Owen lawyer of shire was trying to victimise the 
accused in matters which were all Civil and not Criminal and was in proceedings in Civil 
Court with the accused being the claimant.    

 

4 

8. The accused talks about the intention of [Mr Jenkinson at shire] that he wanted to say 
she was criminal. The intention of the prosecutor was gaining all together 
[$5000x3]+[$50,000x2]=$115,000. The intention was not to0 serve Maria Operchal {85 
years old, heart patient, breacher of a shared bore contract, creator of fire hazard debris 
in Lot 390 and not in Lot 550 [hers]}. Also, The prosecutor did not do anything during 
March 2005-Aug. 12/2005 to remove a 13 meters corroded fence of Lot 372 [Wingate, 13 
Liddell Heights] it collapsed in Storm date 12/8/2005 while in Lot 390 there lived 3 

5 
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children of the accused and herself and that collapse was hazard to children for two 
months at least.                       

 
9. Mr Owen accuses the accused for illegal excavation and non-compliance with the 

notices. Also, Mr Owen tried to interrupt the Civil Court proceedings which the accused 
had running during 2005-2009 by pre-assumption based on its winning at SAT [refer to 
above item 7. On 19/1/2007 to join the City of Melville in Civil actions taken by the 
accused against her neighbours was dismissed by the magistrate Boothman. [Refer to 
item 7 above]. That action was good because a record of malicious act of Mr Jenkinson 
happened [see above item 7]. This record of the City of Melville in 2007 proves there was 
some corruption at that city among their staff which Civil proceedings run by the 
accused uncovered it and magistrates were able to filter faulty unsuited staff at City of 
Melville and replace them with better ones and they did with at least with three staff.                                                                 

 

5 

10. Mr Owen stated tying the Civil matters [accused V her neighbours & her building insurer 
IAL-SGIO] cases and City of Melville case together was not possible in Jurisdiction also it 
would complicate matters endlessly. However, but untying the Civil matters from 
Criminal matters Mr Owen made the 2020-2021 complications as those matters did not 
resolve by criminal matters, he started which all his 5 charges were dismissed by the 
magistrates of the criminal court. The accused ended with no career path in the field she 
did hard work [1974-2005] and had to do other things which deprived Australian higher 
education / Engineering / Education sectors of her further 16 years services and 
overloaded Centrelink with payment to a highly skilled female engineer by leaving 
criminal record [were all dismissed]  for her.  6 

 

6 

11. Magistrate said, the accused can’t transfer a criminal matter to the Civil Court. The 
accused objected that Mr Owen lodged a false affidavit to Civil court, which under 
premier’s ruling it was malicious act [misconduct]. Magistrate Musk agreed that action 
of false affidavit lodgement by shire lawyer to Civil court which was a criminal matter 
should have been lodged at the criminal court and not a Civil court. The accused said all 
her life she had been in library and she had been an academic that was so bad and sad to 
do misconduct and accuse her for criminal actions. The accused stated 14 sections of 
affidavit of the Tracey Pearce were false and misconduct. The accused said the Premier 
wanted to look at the judgment of the magistrate on affidavit very late serving to the 
claimant at Civil court misconduct, and not the affidavit itself. Therefore, if the 
magistrate Bothman dismissed the case of shire at Civil court was only due to the 
matter of affidavit contents were criminal matters and not Civil. Magistrate Boothman 
was working at Civil court in Perth magistrate court and not at Fremantle criminal court. 
The accused said the penalty for Mr Jenkinson who served a false affidavit to the 
accused [claimant at Civil magistrate court] at very late date and time, was $5,000-
$25,000. The accused said Prosecutor wanted to escape from his misconduct and 
wanted only the sweet part of the building and planning position and not the bad parts.
      

 

7 
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12. Magistrate Musk disagreed to adjourn the next hearing for after 15/2/2007, while the 
accused had an opportunity to let the structural engineer of the Bradford Retaining wall 
do extra work to certify the Bradford retaining wall in case I agree not to  claim against 
them for $49,000. But this action means I should stop building a remedial limestone 
retaining wall and they spend their money for their fault. There was a claim from the 
accused at Civil court against John Baxter from Bradford retaining wall company with up 
to $49,000 claim. That case was later transferred to BDT and then to SAT and 
completed on 12/10/2009 in case: CC883/2009. Shire case CC479/2006 was heard at the 
same time in BDT  with case CC883/2009 and at BDT Engineer Bill Smalley [structural 
Engineer] who certified building licence 2005 of the accused was judged guilty [as a 
witness] and John Baxter the registered builder for building licence 2005 was considered 
not guilty . Clifton Than represented John Baxter as a lawyer in BDT and Sat. Clifton 
sued Alan Poore [Building planning surveyor of City of Melville with two certificates] as 
he needed a 1700 mm retaining wall but approved a 1500 mm Bradford Post and panel 
retaining wall.  The claimant being accused in this criminal case also sued the RAC 
structural engineer who wrote sum of two heights of remedial limestone retaining wall  
was 1700 mm while after measurement inspected by Ian Aitken [senior building 
inspector of BDT] the sum of two heights of limestone wall was $1600. Therefore, at 
SAT Trial it was clear that RAC Structural engineer Steve Burdett [employed by RAC] 
was false statement.  This is against Alfred Wingate and Rajendra Desai whom all have 
been supported by RAC Building insurer since 2005 so far. Gray Porter even signed a 
Deed of Release based on that 1700 mm height fabricated by Steve Burdett. Because 
Magistrate Musk disagreed to wait five more months for next hearing instead made is 
six weeks only, the Civil court proceedings was affected by judgment of the accused 
specialist doctor who requested the magistrate to judge IAL case first as the accused 
[claimant in 11 cases in Civil court] was at hospital very sick and stressed after five 
Criminal charges of shire were all dismissed by magistrates. Then in Civil Court the 
claimant [accused in criminal court] became non-victim and magistrate Boothman could 
judge IAL-SGIO to close all 11 cases the claimant were managing in civil court and 
judged RAC and three neighbours who had insured their properties with RAC agree with 
each other and also IAL-SGIO and the claimant [accused in criminal court] also agree 
and then RAC and IAL Lawyers Gray Porter and David McKenna sign Deed of Release for 
6 parties in the Deed of Release on 3/9/2008 and before the risky Trial date of the Civil 
court all six parties of the Deed of release [owners of 4 property lots 372, 389[joint 
owners], 390, 550 and IAL-SGIO Lawyer David McKenna] sign the Deed of Release in 
various similar copies on 3/9/2008.          

 

8 
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13. The accused stated that magistrate Boothman had clustered the 11 cases in Civil 
court started as claimant by accused [A. Cooper] as the case of “the bushfire and 
shared bore” matter and also IAL-SGIO had been added by that magistrate to this 
bushfire matter. The matter had been classified as liability Insurance. Magistrate 
Musk said on 15/2/2007 all this matter category would be determined. Then 
magistrate issued order that the accused discloses all these issues in her application 
for the next hearing. The prosecutor said these proceedings at criminal court were 
the subject of Notices-which the accused appealed to SAT, and lost, therefore the 
shire staff served her the five Notices.  The details of her breaches after SAT 
[13/4/2006] were given to her by shire. Prosecutor said that engineer Smalley who 
certified the Bradford post and panels retaining wall in building licence 2005 has 
issued an expert report which would be served to the accused. This was the letter to 
remedy the short Bradford retaining wall built on 12/9/2005. At 30/1/2007 SAT 
Claim of the accused against John Baxter had not gone to Trial, it was still in Civil 
court then went to BDT under case: CC883/2009 and judged by judge Parry and 
they judged Engineer Smalley was at fault for few reasons: 1. He confessed at BDT 
as a witness that he did not have a B.Sc. degree in structural engineering and did 
not understand how to certify Bradford post and panel reenforced concrete 
retaining wall. 2. He confessed he never attended the building site at Lot 390-64 
Calley where on 12/9/2005 building tasks were in process by Bradford registered 
builder John Baxter. 3. He stated to judge of BDT that his signature and stamp 
excluded Bradford wall in drawings for building licence 2005 of the accused. 4. He 
stated he measured the hole of the proposed retaining wall at middle of Lot 372/Lot 
390  dividing fence line on top of the terrace, when there were three terraces at rear 
yard of lot 390 and when all fence sheets were at their place in three boundaries. 5. 
He confessed the one limestone retaining wall at edge of third terrace was there 
when he measured the hole being 150 cm above the third terrace. 6. He confessed 
had the Bradford building team had built the retaining wall correctly the wall would 
reach to the height of the grounds of the three neighbours. Clifton Tham lawyer 
representing John Baxter who manufactured and built Bradford retaining wall 
objected that the proposed retaining wall ever was designed by owner builder 
[accused] to be higher than 1500 mm above the terrace ground level. He claimed 
the edge of the third terrace did not exist at the time of building the Bradford 
retaining wall and that edge did not include one row limestone retaining wall on 
12/9/2005. However the accused showed evidences that the total heights for third 
terrace + Bradford retaining wall at middle of the Lot 372 & 390 dividing fence line 
was 110 [third terrace height] + 142 [middle of the Lots 372 & 390 dividing fence line 
point] = 252 cm.  
 

9 
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14. After the three neighbours’ fences were removed it was apparent that their ground 
level had changed from the height of the natural ground level at Lot 390-64 Calley. 
Also Lot 389 – 62 Calley refused to give access to his land and considered bringing a 
licensed surveyor to his backyard was a tress pass so this lack of licences surveyor 
data or lack of access to lot 389 for measuring the correct heights at that lot on 
11/9/2005 caused inaccurate retaining wall be built and shire regulations for issuing 
a building license for the accused in 2005 be breached in their interpretations which 
magistrates at criminal court understood and fixed the faulty building regulation. 
However, based on first letter of Alan Poore which was sent to the accused in 2005 
only she was supposed to build a structure which could cover the excavated 
unsupported areas in lot 390. That initial goal was achieved which was to retain only 
243-245 cm from rear yard ground level and even higher to 252 cm were retaining. 
But the poor management of Mr Jenkinson at City of Melville mixed with biases 
towards clients of SGIO caused public funding to be wasted in litigation. Also, the 
three neighbours whom, were tagged by Mr Owen being innocents were malicious 
actors.           

9-
10 

15. Mr Owen never served his response to the accused for application he received at 
Civil court.    
                                               
 

11 
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1. Mr Owen calls Mr Lynch, his friend. This means the two lawyers of City of Melville and SGIO 
were friends in 2007. This might be the reason SGIO did not accept to represent the 
accused in court for damages Maria Operchal did to the accused’s property surfaces by 
breaching the shared bore / reticulation agreement. Mr Lynch from SGIO appeared on 
instruction from Mr Gavin Kerr {witness for 9 meters of fence sheets damage by people at 
Lot 389-62 Calley-Desai [9/7/2005], also he was witness for three dividing fences of the 
three neighbours of the accused. He was employed by SGIO} and Mr Doug Berry [Freeman 
Assessors were the employers of Doug Berry]. Gavin and Doug were the accused’s 
witnesses as they had assessed all fences at three boundaries and damages to her car at 
party time parked close to verge of 62 Calley-lot 389-Desai in 2005. Lawyer Lynch 
dismissed the application of the accused to bring Gavin and Doug as two witnesses to 
criminal court for the accused in the cost of SGIO and their reason was the accused had not 
damaged anything and no one had claimed against her. Also, Mr Lynch said the summons 
were not served accurately based on rules of criminal law and they were late. Also, they 
required all witnesses should be paid.  

2-6 

2. On 15/2/2007 there was 8 months work in two suitcases with the accused at hearing. The 
accused said she served David Lynch, lawyer of SGIO after 15/11/2006 with Form 23 and list 
of all witnesses so SGIO pays for the cost of witness summons under the case of 1728. 
David Lynch dismissed that application. The third application of the accused was 
successful. He was part of the major claims of the accused at Civil court and on 14/2/2007 
her application to magistrate Michelides was accepted that the three neighbours were 
malicious actors and IAL or SGIO has not provided any means of recovery of those 
malicious damages to the accused ‘s property, not for Ms Maria Operchal shared bore 
related damages to the accused’s property surfaces, nor for legal costs, nor for witnessing 
cost, and nothing. Mr Jenkinson [witness at court] pushed the accused that these matters 
must be done. Safety and security of the boundary was important. So, the accused came to 
court at the earliest time since 15/11/2006. A thick book was given to them. SGIO did not 
provide any legal services to the accused.   

7 

3. The accused was advised by a very expensive lawyer that, “Fences are for insurance 
company liability, safety and security are for shire and her duty was to stay home and look 
after her children. They had to come to court on her behalf if there was anything, or if they 
prove that she was a malicious actor.” Either they were a malicious actor or negligent. No 
other option. The accused said Gavin Kerr assessor of SGIO gave his card to her on incident 
9/7/2005 200 guests party at 62 Calley-lot 389-Desai, when he came to assess the wind 
screen damage of her car Nova by party guests. The accused car was smashed. Gavin Kerr 
saw the car at 46 McCoy Street Myaree, WA. They repaired it in their own cost. Officer 
Maletta, PD number 11725 came, phone number: 9313 9000, reference number 
090705223011724 and he said, “when the Accused go to court just gives this reference 
number to the magistrate and that reference number is enough to say that this is malicious 
damage.” 

3-
10 

4. Accused said Mr Lynch was at court to be a witness because she rang lawyer Adrian Wilson 
from SGIO. Mr Lynch from SGIO required costs for Witnesses from SGIO. Magistrate 
Michelides said, “..the best analogy would be the Official Prosecutions Accused” Costs Act. 
Accused said to the magistrate that she could show him an order issued by a magistrate at 
Civil court that SGIO was a party to all those procedures and that includes Maria Operchal, 
who was the person the accused was suing in the Civil court; on 15/2/2007 was the only 
person she was suing. So, against Ms Operchal and SGIO, Mr Boothman had given her the 
right to apply in 14 days and she did, and 14 days finished. Then he had to apply for his 
claims to that case, not in criminal court. If he thinks the accused owe him money, he must 

14-
16 
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put his claim.  The deadline for him was 28 days after 19 January. The accused said SGIO 
and their assessors should save them, so she won’t pay their assessors to witness. The 
accused said SGIO must put all their claims in Civil case 8534 against her. The accused had 
all the statements of witnesses signed since April 2006. She had it there because they went 
with the shire to a State Appeal Tribunal. She had served 14 witness summonses to people 
since the last Friday before 15/2/2007.  

5. Mr Owen lawyer of City of Melville brought three witnesses: Expert Structural engineer, 
Mechanical Engineer building compliance officer and Alan Poore the senior licensed 
surveyor with two certificates. The accused said Mr Alfred Wingate owner of 13 Liddell 
Height-Lot 372 neighbour was told in Civil court by the Magistrate to lodge an application 
to apply to work on the retaining wall and he was given 42 days to do so, but he did not 
lodge statement of defence. The accused said to magistrate Michelides that magistrate 
Musk judged this matter that Mr Owen is trying to turn a Civil matter into a criminal matter. 
Stability of fences could be corrosion or be instability by purpose. Therefore, Mr Wingate 
tried to convince Mr Owen that instability of his fence in 12 August storm was by purpose. 
Therefore, Mr Owen built this case with Alfred Wingate. How could Mr Alfred Wingate be a 
witness while he was the accused’s defendant and lost. Magistrate Boothman in Civil court 
in case Cooper V Wingate said that Cooper should not bring these fence samples to 
anywhere. Then the accused brought the photos of the fence samples with her to court. On 
24/10/2006 magistrate Boothman said in Civil court case for Alfred Wingate, “if Mr Wingate 
has any claim against Cooper, he has to put a fresh application 24 Oct 2006. Alfred Wingate 
was given four to five months’ time to defend, he did not. Magistrate Pontifex accepted in 
Civil court that this matter is dividing fences. Mr Owen accused Cooper by saying that she 
excavated the rear of her land and that because of that excavation the three adjoining 
fences collapsed. Under the provisions of the Miscellaneous Provisions Act a fence is a 
building and if you make an excavation in proximity to an existing building you must 
protect that building. Pretty much common sense. When shire realised what had 
happened, took on payment of Ms Cooper’s engineers, Mr Smalley, to achieve a resolution, 
at a cost to the city, and Ms Cooper applied for and obtained some approvals. She did not 
comply with those approvals. Directions were then did not comply with those approvals. 
Ms Cooper said that she did the excavation. They were a planning and building approval to 
authorise Ms Cooper to build a retaining wall to essentially enable the fences to be put 
back. The accused [Cooper] said: It is structure, not retaining wall [see Alan Poore 2005 
letter to Cooper about building a structure to just cover the removed sand from the 
boundary]. Mr Owen changed the driver of the bobcat position to Cooper’s position, 
also changed the type of building from a covering structure for removed sand of 
Cooper’s property to a retaining wall which keeps the land of neighbours and be able to 
install fences on top. These are mis presentation. 

17-
19 

6. Mr Owen complained about quality of fencing at boundary does not comply with the 
approvals. The accused said that they did not push any fences down. Mr Owen lied, “three 
properties were excavated into”. The sand only was removed from the accused’s property 
lot 390. No sand from other lots 372, 389 or 550 were removed. No fence sheets were 
damaged during all excavations. Mr Owen lied, “The excavation on Ms Cooper’s property, 
which goes up effective destroyed the neighbour’s fences on three sides.” The back and the 
two sides. 
The accused said Shire did not serve the exhibits of Mr Owen to her before so she can 
respond with her evidences and defends. How come David Lynch needs two weeks 
preparation for the witnessing and the accused not. Mr Owen never ever served her his 
documents. The accused said she always served Mr Owen with the applications and he 
never responded to her. He should serve the evidences to her with plenty of time to 
respond. Not at once in court. Mr Owen was criticised for lack of his response to the 

20-
28 
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accused at SAT. The accused said Mr Owen should go to jail because he should not defend 
corroded fences for a place where children were living. The accused left the court as she felt 
anxiety attack for false accusations heard from Mr Owen. The magistrates referred to the 
interruptive speech of the accused several times which shows low level of lithium in her 
blood caused by stresses felt for false accusations. The accused stated David Lynch the 
lawyer from her property insurer must come to court and defends her, so she can look after 
her children.  

7. The accused said, “It is one month that I have one minute-Mr Owen always uses this 
technique. He came to Mr Boothman, gave me only one minute to talk, served me the 
application the night before and they never served me anything. So, I have brought the 
response to his application on 19/1/2007 today. If I have the same amount of time Mr Owen 
must talk, I will win”. Magistrate said Gavin Kerr and Doug Berry were the witnesses for all 
fences and damages to plants by Maria Operchal not irrigating the accused’s property 
gardens. Addresses of these two witnesses were hidden by SGIO. Gavin Kerr and Doug 
Berry were assessors of SGIO the accused’s building insurer, and they knew about every 
fence problem and damage. So, it is proved the fence assessors had come to visit the 
fences incidences. 

29-
32 

8. Mr Owen asked for illegal extension of time for Notice in charge 8581 to be extended 
from June 2005 to 17 May 2006. So, he wanted to extend notices dates under the 
section 214 (3) of the planning Development Act to the same date a year after for 
charges 8581, 8583 and 8584. Counsellor F. Veltman legally represented A. Cooper on 
20/05/2008 and 19/06/2008.She objected to this illegal extension of time under Criminal 
law and set aside extension for Mr Owen. See 5 dismissed prosecution Notices. All 
judged on trial date 19/06/2008, the accused Afsaneh Cooper’s Counsellor was Ms F. 
Veltman [a criminal lawyer]: Dismissed Reason: No Evidence Offered-Dismissed.  

33-
34 

9. For abbreviation please read pages 35-50 of V4 file. Also read pages 51-100 of V5 file. 
Then read pages 101-144 of V6 file. Then read pages 1-12 of V7 file. If you need further 
details. However Mr Owen lawyer of City of Melville did a good job to start charging the 
accused A.Cooper as the dismissing five charges by Magistrate J Musk assisted the 
accused who was very sick at hospital at end of 2007 to relax from 11 cases she had to 
manage at Civil magistrate court as a claimant. Her specialist doctor wrote to the 
Magistrate Boothman at Civil court that he understands the stresses load due to 5 
years ongoing fencing/retaining/neighbouring disputes and accusations. The 4 
neighbouring owners [Desai were married couple] accused A.Cooper and those 
accusations were dealt faster by Mr Owen Lawyer of City of Melville and three 
magistrates: Magistrate PM HOGAN, Magistrate J Musk, and Magistrate P Michelides. 
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1. First hearing 26/9/06: Pleading not guilty 2 

2. Shire number of witnesses for Trial 2 

3. Breach of Regulatory Law Allegation by shire 2 

4. Magistrate Musk judged this matter between shire and the Accused being the regulatory 
matters. 

2 

5. Accused’s mother was sick, her daughter was at TEE examination period, but they put her 
on bail 

3 

6. Lawyer of shire mis-presented the stressed neighbor being the accused. He stated 
bystanders’ neighbors who did not any work in bush fire hazard debris removal next to their 
boundaries and one caused the debris, had been put to an enormous amount of stress. He 
hid the enormous amount of work the accused had to work in 6 years for Maria Operchal 
malicious acts not irrigating the accused’s land being under the shared bore agreement 
with her. 

3 

7. Mr. Owen, lawyer of shire stated, “The one around is in bad health”. He did not mention 
Maria Operchal had heart problem but at the same time refused to live in retirement village 
rather her 4 bedroom house with many trees and hill and shared bore with 64 Calley [the 
accused in this 5 cases which shire tried to raise $115,000 just because sand height 
difference between two houses and the accused house at boundary had 10 cm height 
difference on both sides of the dividing fences of three neighbors. Also, this shire lawyer 
did not want to wait the Civil cases the accused had in court be judged. He breached the 
law and interrupted the Civil procedure by taking actions against the accused in Criminal 
court which ended all charges be dismissed as no evidence was found. 

3 

8. Mr. Owen stated all neighbors of the defendants are innocent bystanders, while at the end 
all shire charges against the neighbor whom Mr. Owen thought was the only guilty person 
were dismissed by the magistrate of the criminal court. Mr. Owen 5 charges included 3 
charges for 3 neighbors’ dividing fences, and 2 charges for two neighbors retaining walls. In 
all these $115,000 charges the accused was judged by the magistrate not guilty and 5 
charges against her were dismissed. This shows Mr. Owen had a poor judgement at start 
and was prejudiced against the accused. 

3 

9. Mr. Owen lawyer of shire interrupted the 11 cases in Civil court managed as claimant in all 
cases at the time, so by excuse of faster procedure, he could win over an owner of property 
who was a single mother, was casual academic/engineer and PhD last year student not 
being indemnified by SGIO for malicious actor 85 years old Maria Operchal damages to her 
property and her career. 

4 

10. Magistrate Musk judged this matter between shire and the Accused being the regulatory 
matters. 

4 

11. The accused remembered Magistrate Bootman in Civil court had considered the matters 
between three neighbors of the accused was liability Insurance. 

5 

12. The accused suggested Tracy Pearce [please amend surname: Gibbs] attends the criminal 
court as a witness. 

5 

13. The accused questioned Mr. Owen why he feels so closed to Maria Operchal 85, and Alfred 
Wingate 64 while they were not his relatives. 

5 
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1. Magistrate Hogan considers matters of these cases are under “the Local 
Government Planning and Development and building regulations.” 

2 

2. Ms Cooper [the accused] was served at the door of her house by Engineer Ashok 
Mehra with 5 prosecution charges on 14 July 2006.  

2 

3. The accused refers to the corruptions after 14 July 2006.  3 

4. Mr Owen lawyer of shire misled the magistrate by stating that excavation by the 
accused on her property led to the collapse of three lots of neighbouring fences, 
then he understood the accused took action under the Dividing fences Act. The 
evidence exists that on 12/8/2005 a storm caused collapse of Mr Wingate at 13 
Liddell Height boundary with 64 Calley. The matter was judged by Civil court 
magistrate in case IAL-SGIO and the accused was the claimant. 7 Fence sheets 19 
years old were bent and collapsed by 5 men at 62 Calley in a 300 guests party on 
9/7/2005. They climbed over the capping of the dividing fence to look at 
excavation site in 64 Calley. Mr Owen was prejudice as common sense says 
malicious actor was owner of 62 Calley who allowed his tenants bring 300 guests 
to a house in which fire hazard had put its dividing fence at risk.  

5 

5. Mr Owen informs the court that Member Parry at SAT did not accept to adjourn 
the building of expensive remedial retaining wall so the accused has a chance to 
get cheaper orders from magistrate such as removing sand or building extra 
retaining at neighbours’ land.      
      

5 

6. Magistrate decides the criminal court be set to be on trial after the Civil Court                       5 

7. The accused said the neighbour’s fences at the rear yard were corroded partly. 
She was a mother of three children under a fence that was 4.5 m high collapsed 
in wind. The shire gave er a notice for fire hazard house, while she should care for 
her kids, she should remove debris, warn the neighbours, the neighbours told her 
if she did anything with their good fence which could last 40 years, they would 
fine her, Alfred Wingate fined her with shire prosecution notices. Which 
eventually all charges were dismissed. Judge of the Building Tribunal said to 
shire they supported the neighbours too much. They were prejudiced. Judge of 
BDT issued “the duty of the Crown report ….” For case accused against the shire.  

6 

8. The accused said she lodged a big application including BDT extract report to the 
criminal court.                                                                                                                                                                           

7 

9. The accused said the lawyer cost for shire is more than the cost of fence for her 
neighbours.              

7 

10. The accused said Trevor the member of parliament suggested she takes the shire 
Lawyer to the court 

7 

11. The accused said to lawyer of shire he kills the kids by spending public money at 
criminal court rather spending it on fences of neighbours he thinks they are all 
bystanders and innocent.       

8 
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Table of Contents – V3:             Page 

1. Prosecutor for the City of Melville [Shire] was a lawyer: Mr Owen. He opposed the three 
applications lodged to criminal court against the shire to be heard on 15/2/2007.                
    

 

2 

2. Prosecutor confess he is in doubt whether the accused is guilty or her three bobcat 
drivers or none. He asked the magistrate Musk if she wishes the shire to change their 
judgment about “who is innocent?” Operchal, Wingate, Desai, or Cooper? 

 

2 

3. The accused requested use of video for three remote bobcat drivers in faraway to be 
used as her witnesses that she did not do unauthorised excavation, the excavation had 
been done by 3 specialist bobcat derivers who were working far away in WA mines and 
the prosecutor as her defendant in Civil Court counter claimed $380 against the accused 
[then defendant] why she brought her bobcat drivers in Civil Court?                                                

 

2 

4. The accused requested the magistrate to let her use video link for the bobcat driver 
working in remote mine in Barrow Island. So, matter of excavation be resolved at 
criminal court.      

 

3 

5. City of Melville knew who the bobcat driver was the one who excavated lot 390 at 64 
Calley-the accused’s property and there were 3 of them.                                                                                 

 

3 

6. The written witness statement of the main bobcat driver existed with the accused.              

 
3 

7. City of Melville served a false affidavit sworn by Tracey Pearce [Bush Fire Liaison officer 
at City of Melville-2005, to the accused in a case she was claimant at Civil court in the 
evening of the Day of hearing, considered as malicious act. Premier and the Minister 
referred the accused to State Administrative Tribunal [SAT] on 6/2/2006 against the City 
of Melville: case: CC479/2006 which completed on 13/4/2006 [Call: 1300 489 099. Ian 
Aitken [BDT Senior Building Inspector] came on site at Lot 390-64 Calley-the accused’s 
house and inspected the disputed dimensions between John Baxter [the Bradford 
registered builder and owner/manufacturer], the accused, the RAC Building insurer 
engineer, the structural engineer Bill Smalley who certified the building licence 2005 of 
the accused [included Bradford retaining wall and a U shape terrace at the bottom of it] 
and the City of Melville. The SAT proceeding was the accused V Mr Jenkinson staff of 
City of Melville with whom three senior staff: the Premier and two of the members of 
the Parliament disagreed WITH Mr Jenkinson, the senior  staff of the City of Melville 
they referred the accused to SAT. Mr Owen lawyer of shire was trying to victimise the 
accused in matters which were all Civil and not Criminal and was in proceedings in Civil 
Court with the accused being the claimant.    

 

4 

8. The accused talks about the intention of [Mr Jenkinson at shire] that he wanted to say 
she was criminal. The intention of the prosecutor was gaining all together 
[$5000x3]+[$50,000x2]=$115,000. The intention was not to0 serve Maria Operchal {85 
years old, heart patient, breacher of a shared bore contract, creator of fire hazard debris 
in Lot 390 and not in Lot 550 [hers]}. Also, The prosecutor did not do anything during 
March 2005-Aug. 12/2005 to remove a 13 meters corroded fence of Lot 372 [Wingate, 13 
Liddell Heights] it collapsed in Storm date 12/8/2005 while in Lot 390 there lived 3 

5 
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children of the accused and herself and that collapse was hazard to children for two 
months at least.                       

 
9. Mr Owen accuses the accused for illegal excavation and non-compliance with the 

notices. Also, Mr Owen tried to interrupt the Civil Court proceedings which the accused 
had running during 2005-2009 by pre-assumption based on its winning at SAT [refer to 
above item 7. On 19/1/2007 to join the City of Melville in Civil actions taken by the 
accused against her neighbours was dismissed by the magistrate Boothman. [Refer to 
item 7 above]. That action was good because a record of malicious act of Mr Jenkinson 
happened [see above item 7]. This record of the City of Melville in 2007 proves there was 
some corruption at that city among their staff which Civil proceedings run by the 
accused uncovered it and magistrates were able to filter faulty unsuited staff at City of 
Melville and replace them with better ones and they did with at least with three staff.                                                                 

 

5 

10. Mr Owen stated tying the Civil matters [accused V her neighbours & her building insurer 
IAL-SGIO] cases and City of Melville case together was not possible in Jurisdiction also it 
would complicate matters endlessly. However, but untying the Civil matters from 
Criminal matters Mr Owen made the 2020-2021 complications as those matters did not 
resolve by criminal matters, he started which all his 5 charges were dismissed by the 
magistrates of the criminal court. The accused ended with no career path in the field she 
did hard work [1974-2005] and had to do other things which deprived Australian higher 
education / Engineering / Education sectors of her further 16 years services and 
overloaded Centrelink with payment to a highly skilled female engineer by leaving 
criminal record [were all dismissed]  for her.  6 

 

6 

11. Magistrate said, the accused can’t transfer a criminal matter to the Civil Court. The 
accused objected that Mr Owen lodged a false affidavit to Civil court, which under 
premier’s ruling it was malicious act [misconduct]. Magistrate Musk agreed that action 
of false affidavit lodgement by shire lawyer to Civil court which was a criminal matter 
should have been lodged at the criminal court and not a Civil court. The accused said all 
her life she had been in library and she had been an academic that was so bad and sad to 
do misconduct and accuse her for criminal actions. The accused stated 14 sections of 
affidavit of the Tracey Pearce were false and misconduct. The accused said the Premier 
wanted to look at the judgment of the magistrate on affidavit very late serving to the 
claimant at Civil court misconduct, and not the affidavit itself. Therefore, if the 
magistrate Bothman dismissed the case of shire at Civil court was only due to the 
matter of affidavit contents were criminal matters and not Civil. Magistrate Boothman 
was working at Civil court in Perth magistrate court and not at Fremantle criminal court. 
The accused said the penalty for Mr Jenkinson who served a false affidavit to the 
accused [claimant at Civil magistrate court] at very late date and time, was $5,000-
$25,000. The accused said Prosecutor wanted to escape from his misconduct and 
wanted only the sweet part of the building and planning position and not the bad parts.
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12. Magistrate Musk disagreed to adjourn the next hearing for after 15/2/2007, while the 
accused had an opportunity to let the structural engineer of the Bradford Retaining wall 
do extra work to certify the Bradford retaining wall in case I agree not to  claim against 
them for $49,000. But this action means I should stop building a remedial limestone 
retaining wall and they spend their money for their fault. There was a claim from the 
accused at Civil court against John Baxter from Bradford retaining wall company with up 
to $49,000 claim. That case was later transferred to BDT and then to SAT and 
completed on 12/10/2009 in case: CC883/2009. Shire case CC479/2006 was heard at the 
same time in BDT  with case CC883/2009 and at BDT Engineer Bill Smalley [structural 
Engineer] who certified building licence 2005 of the accused was judged guilty [as a 
witness] and John Baxter the registered builder for building licence 2005 was considered 
not guilty . Clifton Than represented John Baxter as a lawyer in BDT and Sat. Clifton 
sued Alan Poore [Building planning surveyor of City of Melville with two certificates] as 
he needed a 1700 mm retaining wall but approved a 1500 mm Bradford Post and panel 
retaining wall.  The claimant being accused in this criminal case also sued the RAC 
structural engineer who wrote sum of two heights of remedial limestone retaining wall  
was 1700 mm while after measurement inspected by Ian Aitken [senior building 
inspector of BDT] the sum of two heights of limestone wall was $1600. Therefore, at 
SAT Trial it was clear that RAC Structural engineer Steve Burdett [employed by RAC] 
was false statement.  This is against Alfred Wingate and Rajendra Desai whom all have 
been supported by RAC Building insurer since 2005 so far. Gray Porter even signed a 
Deed of Release based on that 1700 mm height fabricated by Steve Burdett. Because 
Magistrate Musk disagreed to wait five more months for next hearing instead made is 
six weeks only, the Civil court proceedings was affected by judgment of the accused 
specialist doctor who requested the magistrate to judge IAL case first as the accused 
[claimant in 11 cases in Civil court] was at hospital very sick and stressed after five 
Criminal charges of shire were all dismissed by magistrates. Then in Civil Court the 
claimant [accused in criminal court] became non-victim and magistrate Boothman could 
judge IAL-SGIO to close all 11 cases the claimant were managing in civil court and 
judged RAC and three neighbours who had insured their properties with RAC agree with 
each other and also IAL-SGIO and the claimant [accused in criminal court] also agree 
and then RAC and IAL Lawyers Gray Porter and David McKenna sign Deed of Release for 
6 parties in the Deed of Release on 3/9/2008 and before the risky Trial date of the Civil 
court all six parties of the Deed of release [owners of 4 property lots 372, 389[joint 
owners], 390, 550 and IAL-SGIO Lawyer David McKenna] sign the Deed of Release in 
various similar copies on 3/9/2008.          
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13. The accused stated that magistrate Boothman had clustered the 11 cases in Civil 
court started as claimant by accused [A. Cooper] as the case of “the bushfire and 
shared bore” matter and also IAL-SGIO had been added by that magistrate to this 
bushfire matter. The matter had been classified as liability Insurance. Magistrate 
Musk said on 15/2/2007 all this matter category would be determined. Then 
magistrate issued order that the accused discloses all these issues in her application 
for the next hearing. The prosecutor said these proceedings at criminal court were 
the subject of Notices-which the accused appealed to SAT, and lost, therefore the 
shire staff served her the five Notices.  The details of her breaches after SAT 
[13/4/2006] were given to her by shire. Prosecutor said that engineer Smalley who 
certified the Bradford post and panels retaining wall in building licence 2005 has 
issued an expert report which would be served to the accused. This was the letter to 
remedy the short Bradford retaining wall built on 12/9/2005. At 30/1/2007 SAT 
Claim of the accused against John Baxter had not gone to Trial, it was still in Civil 
court then went to BDT under case: CC883/2009 and judged by judge Parry and 
they judged Engineer Smalley was at fault for few reasons: 1. He confessed at BDT 
as a witness that he did not have a B.Sc. degree in structural engineering and did 
not understand how to certify Bradford post and panel reenforced concrete 
retaining wall. 2. He confessed he never attended the building site at Lot 390-64 
Calley where on 12/9/2005 building tasks were in process by Bradford registered 
builder John Baxter. 3. He stated to judge of BDT that his signature and stamp 
excluded Bradford wall in drawings for building licence 2005 of the accused. 4. He 
stated he measured the hole of the proposed retaining wall at middle of Lot 372/Lot 
390  dividing fence line on top of the terrace, when there were three terraces at rear 
yard of lot 390 and when all fence sheets were at their place in three boundaries. 5. 
He confessed the one limestone retaining wall at edge of third terrace was there 
when he measured the hole being 150 cm above the third terrace. 6. He confessed 
had the Bradford building team had built the retaining wall correctly the wall would 
reach to the height of the grounds of the three neighbours. Clifton Tham lawyer 
representing John Baxter who manufactured and built Bradford retaining wall 
objected that the proposed retaining wall ever was designed by owner builder 
[accused] to be higher than 1500 mm above the terrace ground level. He claimed 
the edge of the third terrace did not exist at the time of building the Bradford 
retaining wall and that edge did not include one row limestone retaining wall on 
12/9/2005. However the accused showed evidences that the total heights for third 
terrace + Bradford retaining wall at middle of the Lot 372 & 390 dividing fence line 
was 110 [third terrace height] + 142 [middle of the Lots 372 & 390 dividing fence line 
point] = 252 cm.  
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14. After the three neighbours’ fences were removed it was apparent that their ground 
level had changed from the height of the natural ground level at Lot 390-64 Calley. 
Also Lot 389 – 62 Calley refused to give access to his land and considered bringing a 
licensed surveyor to his backyard was a tress pass so this lack of licences surveyor 
data or lack of access to lot 389 for measuring the correct heights at that lot on 
11/9/2005 caused inaccurate retaining wall be built and shire regulations for issuing 
a building license for the accused in 2005 be breached in their interpretations which 
magistrates at criminal court understood and fixed the faulty building regulation. 
However, based on first letter of Alan Poore which was sent to the accused in 2005 
only she was supposed to build a structure which could cover the excavated 
unsupported areas in lot 390. That initial goal was achieved which was to retain only 
243-245 cm from rear yard ground level and even higher to 252 cm were retaining. 
But the poor management of Mr Jenkinson at City of Melville mixed with biases 
towards clients of SGIO caused public funding to be wasted in litigation. Also, the 
three neighbours whom, were tagged by Mr Owen being innocents were malicious 
actors.           

9-
10 

15. Mr Owen never served his response to the accused for application he received at 
Civil court.    
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1. Mr Owen calls Mr Lynch, his friend. This means the two lawyers of City of Melville and SGIO 
were friends in 2007. This might be the reason SGIO did not accept to represent the 
accused in court for damages Maria Operchal did to the accused’s property surfaces by 
breaching the shared bore / reticulation agreement. Mr Lynch from SGIO appeared on 
instruction from Mr Gavin Kerr {witness for 9 meters of fence sheets damage by people at 
Lot 389-62 Calley-Desai [9/7/2005], also he was witness for three dividing fences of the 
three neighbours of the accused. He was employed by SGIO} and Mr Doug Berry [Freeman 
Assessors were the employers of Doug Berry]. Gavin and Doug were the accused’s 
witnesses as they had assessed all fences at three boundaries and damages to her car at 
party time parked close to verge of 62 Calley-lot 389-Desai in 2005. Lawyer Lynch 
dismissed the application of the accused to bring Gavin and Doug as two witnesses to 
criminal court for the accused in the cost of SGIO and their reason was the accused had not 
damaged anything and no one had claimed against her. Also, Mr Lynch said the summons 
were not served accurately based on rules of criminal law and they were late. Also, they 
required all witnesses should be paid.  

2-6 

2. On 15/2/2007 there was 8 months work in two suitcases with the accused at hearing. The 
accused said she served David Lynch, lawyer of SGIO after 15/11/2006 with Form 23 and list 
of all witnesses so SGIO pays for the cost of witness summons under the case of 1728. 
David Lynch dismissed that application. The third application of the accused was 
successful. He was part of the major claims of the accused at Civil court and on 14/2/2007 
her application to magistrate Michelides was accepted that the three neighbours were 
malicious actors and IAL or SGIO has not provided any means of recovery of those 
malicious damages to the accused ‘s property, not for Ms Maria Operchal shared bore 
related damages to the accused’s property surfaces, nor for legal costs, nor for witnessing 
cost, and nothing. Mr Jenkinson [witness at court] pushed the accused that these matters 
must be done. Safety and security of the boundary was important. So, the accused came to 
court at the earliest time since 15/11/2006. A thick book was given to them. SGIO did not 
provide any legal services to the accused.   

7 

3. The accused was advised by a very expensive lawyer that, “Fences are for insurance 
company liability, safety and security are for shire and her duty was to stay home and look 
after her children. They had to come to court on her behalf if there was anything, or if they 
prove that she was a malicious actor.” Either they were a malicious actor or negligent. No 
other option. The accused said Gavin Kerr assessor of SGIO gave his card to her on incident 
9/7/2005 200 guests party at 62 Calley-lot 389-Desai, when he came to assess the wind 
screen damage of her car Nova by party guests. The accused car was smashed. Gavin Kerr 
saw the car at 46 McCoy Street Myaree, WA. They repaired it in their own cost. Officer 
Maletta, PD number 11725 came, phone number: 9313 9000, reference number 
090705223011724 and he said, “when the Accused go to court just gives this reference 
number to the magistrate and that reference number is enough to say that this is malicious 
damage.” 

3-
10 

4. Accused said Mr Lynch was at court to be a witness because she rang lawyer Adrian Wilson 
from SGIO. Mr Lynch from SGIO required costs for Witnesses from SGIO. Magistrate 
Michelides said, “..the best analogy would be the Official Prosecutions Accused” Costs Act. 
Accused said to the magistrate that she could show him an order issued by a magistrate at 
Civil court that SGIO was a party to all those procedures and that includes Maria Operchal, 
who was the person the accused was suing in the Civil court; on 15/2/2007 was the only 
person she was suing. So, against Ms Operchal and SGIO, Mr Boothman had given her the 
right to apply in 14 days and she did, and 14 days finished. Then he had to apply for his 
claims to that case, not in criminal court. If he thinks the accused owe him money, he must 

14-
16 
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put his claim.  The deadline for him was 28 days after 19 January. The accused said SGIO 
and their assessors should save them, so she won’t pay their assessors to witness. The 
accused said SGIO must put all their claims in Civil case 8534 against her. The accused had 
all the statements of witnesses signed since April 2006. She had it there because they went 
with the shire to a State Appeal Tribunal. She had served 14 witness summonses to people 
since the last Friday before 15/2/2007.  

5. Mr Owen lawyer of City of Melville brought three witnesses: Expert Structural engineer, 
Mechanical Engineer building compliance officer and Alan Poore the senior licensed 
surveyor with two certificates. The accused said Mr Alfred Wingate owner of 13 Liddell 
Height-Lot 372 neighbour was told in Civil court by the Magistrate to lodge an application 
to apply to work on the retaining wall and he was given 42 days to do so, but he did not 
lodge statement of defence. The accused said to magistrate Michelides that magistrate 
Musk judged this matter that Mr Owen is trying to turn a Civil matter into a criminal matter. 
Stability of fences could be corrosion or be instability by purpose. Therefore, Mr Wingate 
tried to convince Mr Owen that instability of his fence in 12 August storm was by purpose. 
Therefore, Mr Owen built this case with Alfred Wingate. How could Mr Alfred Wingate be a 
witness while he was the accused’s defendant and lost. Magistrate Boothman in Civil court 
in case Cooper V Wingate said that Cooper should not bring these fence samples to 
anywhere. Then the accused brought the photos of the fence samples with her to court. On 
24/10/2006 magistrate Boothman said in Civil court case for Alfred Wingate, “if Mr Wingate 
has any claim against Cooper, he has to put a fresh application 24 Oct 2006. Alfred Wingate 
was given four to five months’ time to defend, he did not. Magistrate Pontifex accepted in 
Civil court that this matter is dividing fences. Mr Owen accused Cooper by saying that she 
excavated the rear of her land and that because of that excavation the three adjoining 
fences collapsed. Under the provisions of the Miscellaneous Provisions Act a fence is a 
building and if you make an excavation in proximity to an existing building you must 
protect that building. Pretty much common sense. When shire realised what had 
happened, took on payment of Ms Cooper’s engineers, Mr Smalley, to achieve a resolution, 
at a cost to the city, and Ms Cooper applied for and obtained some approvals. She did not 
comply with those approvals. Directions were then did not comply with those approvals. 
Ms Cooper said that she did the excavation. They were a planning and building approval to 
authorise Ms Cooper to build a retaining wall to essentially enable the fences to be put 
back. The accused [Cooper] said: It is structure, not retaining wall [see Alan Poore 2005 
letter to Cooper about building a structure to just cover the removed sand from the 
boundary]. Mr Owen changed the driver of the bobcat position to Cooper’s position, 
also changed the type of building from a covering structure for removed sand of 
Cooper’s property to a retaining wall which keeps the land of neighbours and be able to 
install fences on top. These are mis presentation. 

17-
19 

6. Mr Owen complained about quality of fencing at boundary does not comply with the 
approvals. The accused said that they did not push any fences down. Mr Owen lied, “three 
properties were excavated into”. The sand only was removed from the accused’s property 
lot 390. No sand from other lots 372, 389 or 550 were removed. No fence sheets were 
damaged during all excavations. Mr Owen lied, “The excavation on Ms Cooper’s property, 
which goes up effective destroyed the neighbour’s fences on three sides.” The back and the 
two sides. 
The accused said Shire did not serve the exhibits of Mr Owen to her before so she can 
respond with her evidences and defends. How come David Lynch needs two weeks 
preparation for the witnessing and the accused not. Mr Owen never ever served her his 
documents. The accused said she always served Mr Owen with the applications and he 
never responded to her. He should serve the evidences to her with plenty of time to 
respond. Not at once in court. Mr Owen was criticised for lack of his response to the 

20-
28 
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accused at SAT. The accused said Mr Owen should go to jail because he should not defend 
corroded fences for a place where children were living. The accused left the court as she felt 
anxiety attack for false accusations heard from Mr Owen. The magistrates referred to the 
interruptive speech of the accused several times which shows low level of lithium in her 
blood caused by stresses felt for false accusations. The accused stated David Lynch the 
lawyer from her property insurer must come to court and defends her, so she can look after 
her children.  

7. The accused said, “It is one month that I have one minute-Mr Owen always uses this 
technique. He came to Mr Boothman, gave me only one minute to talk, served me the 
application the night before and they never served me anything. So, I have brought the 
response to his application on 19/1/2007 today. If I have the same amount of time Mr Owen 
must talk, I will win”. Magistrate said Gavin Kerr and Doug Berry were the witnesses for all 
fences and damages to plants by Maria Operchal not irrigating the accused’s property 
gardens. Addresses of these two witnesses were hidden by SGIO. Gavin Kerr and Doug 
Berry were assessors of SGIO the accused’s building insurer, and they knew about every 
fence problem and damage. So, it is proved the fence assessors had come to visit the 
fences incidences. 

29-
32 

8. Mr Owen asked for illegal extension of time for Notice in charge 8581 to be extended 
from June 2005 to 17 May 2006. So, he wanted to extend notices dates under the 
section 214 (3) of the planning Development Act to the same date a year after for 
charges 8581, 8583 and 8584. Counsellor F. Veltman legally represented A. Cooper on 
20/05/2008 and 19/06/2008.She objected to this illegal extension of time under Criminal 
law and set aside extension for Mr Owen. See 5 dismissed prosecution Notices. All 
judged on trial date 19/06/2008, the accused Afsaneh Cooper’s Counsellor was Ms F. 
Veltman [a criminal lawyer]: Dismissed Reason: No Evidence Offered-Dismissed.  

33-
34 

9. For abbreviation please read pages 35-50 of V4 file. Also read pages 51-100 of V5 file. 
Then read pages 101-144 of V6 file. Then read pages 1-12 of V7 file. If you need further 
details. However Mr Owen lawyer of City of Melville did a good job to start charging the 
accused A.Cooper as the dismissing five charges by Magistrate J Musk assisted the 
accused who was very sick at hospital at end of 2007 to relax from 11 cases she had to 
manage at Civil magistrate court as a claimant. Her specialist doctor wrote to the 
Magistrate Boothman at Civil court that he understands the stresses load due to 5 
years ongoing fencing/retaining/neighbouring disputes and accusations. The 4 
neighbouring owners [Desai were married couple] accused A.Cooper and those 
accusations were dealt faster by Mr Owen Lawyer of City of Melville and three 
magistrates: Magistrate PM HOGAN, Magistrate J Musk, and Magistrate P Michelides. 
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